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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

The purpose of this study is to determine the effect on 11 

reading and spelling growth by the use of a word classification 
1 device. The idea is based on a previous study by Speidel. 

The Speidel thesis provided specific daily lessons in phonics 

in connection with her word analysis program. In the present 

1 study. however. the word analysis lessons are supplemented 

only by the regular classroom reading instruction. 
I· 
I Many studies have shown the importance of associating 

meaning (or meanings) with new words to insure retention by 

the pupils. In addition. educators agree that there is some 

connection between reading and spelling abilities. Thus. it 

seemed practicable to find a method or device that would pro

' vide for growth in spelling as well as reading. 

This. then. is an attempt to determine the effect of a 

program of word analysis by classification devices for fourth 

1 grade pupils on 

1. the improvement of reading ability and 

2. the improvement of spelling ability. 

1. Speidel. Elizabeth Burke. Word Analysis Through Word 
Classification. Ed.M •• Boston University. 1956. ----

Boston UniversitY! ·~1f 
School of Education 

Li1Jra:cy 

--- ---

1. 



CHAPTER I 

REVIEW OF RESEARCH 

The problem or finding the best method or teaching 

reading and of finding ways to improve reading ability has 

long existed. Educators agree, however, that there is no 

"one" method best suited for all children. Gates1 pointed out 

that the progress of a child is not dependent entirely upon 

' his ability; such things as the dirficulty of the material 

used, the speed with which the pupils are required to move 

along, the speciric methods used, and the amount of in

dividualized help all inrluence the progress of the child. 

Harris2 discusses the various early "techniques" used in 

the instruction or reading. The rirst method employed was the 

alphabet method. The child progressed slowly and laboriously 

through single letter names, to two-letter combinations, to 

three-letter combination~ and eventually to words. This 

mechanical method did not provide any work in meaning with 

words. 

Next came the word method. Words are shown to the 
I 

children, are pronounced, and are then combined into sentences. 

Flash cards are frequently used with this method. Following 

this procedure, a child might develop a reading vocabulary of 

sight words in a short time. 

1. Gates, Arthur I. ''The Necessary Mental Age for Beginning 
Reading," Elementary School Journal, 37:497-508, 1937. 
2. Harris, llbert. How to Increase Readine Ability. Third 
Edition. Ne!i_York:_ Longmans, _Gr~en, and_ 0_!11P8ll -, _l9~6. = 

.I 
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Harris1 mentions a method which seems to have a slight 

connection with the ideas employed in this study. He states: 

"Another method of presentation introduces the word 
in connection with a picture which it describes. 
Word-picture games in which the words are to be 
matched with pictures are then introduced for drill 
and review. This method is a desirable one When 
workbooks suitable for it are available." 

A great deal of attention has been given to phonics as a 

means to increase reading ability. That this, however, has 
2 been over-emphasized is shown by Durrell's statement: 

"Of one hundred children with severe reading dis
abilities who attended the Boston University 
Educational Clinic in 1930, ninety show.ed the re
sult of over-intensive work in phonics." 

II 3. 

There is no doubt that some work in phonics combined with! 
I 

word meaning is necessary to develop word analysis skills. 

Some studies indicate phonetic training increases reading 

ability and some not. The Speidel 3 thesis on word analysis 

has utilized a phonetic review in addition to the classifica-

tion work. She states: 

"To insure success in analysis ability it was de
cided to precede the daily word classification 
period with a review of the primary phonics pro
gram and couple the review with a quick drill on 
structural analysis." 

She obtained a significant gain for the experimental 

1. Harris, Albert. How to Increase Readine Ability. Third 
Edition. New York: Longmans, Green, and ~ompany, 1956. P. 68. 

2. Durrell, Donald .D. Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities. 
Yonkers, New York: Wor1aBook Company, 1940. 
3. Speidel, Elizabeth B. Word Analysis Throu~ Word 

1 Classification. Ed.M., Boston University, 19~.----



1 group in the reading average score of 3.65 (critical ratio). 

It is not clear whether the gains resulted more from the word 

analysis work or more from the phonics work. 

one of the problems in reading for children,it seems, is 
1 

that of the identification of new words and the correct in-

terpretation of their meanings. Several studies have been 

done on th~ derivation of word meaning from context and on 

various techniques to develop the ability to get word meaning 

from context. Theses done by Burgard1 , Elivian2 , and Wbite 3 

proved that children in the intermediate grades were generally 1 

unable to get word meanings from c_ontext, nor were they able to 

recognize words they did not know. That this skill may be 

developed to some extent was shown in theses by Ashley4 and 

Breen5• Both latter studies were based on a workbook de

veloped by Keefe6• Ashley worked for twenty-five days with 

one hundred forty-one fifth grade children from seven dif-

' ferent communities. The six different types of questions used 1 

1. Burgard, Joan F. An Investigation of the Abilities of Fifth 
and Sixth Grade Pupilsto Derive Word Ire',s from Con'fe.x:t in 1 

SI!ent Reading. Ed.M.,~oston University, 5o;--- --
2. Elivian, Jeannette. Word Perception and Word Meani~ in I 
Silent Reading in the Intermediate Grades:- EO:M., ~os~n--
Univers!ty, 1 ~ --- . 

1 3. White, Loretta M. The Ability of Fifth Grade Pupils to Get 
~Meaning~ Context. Ed.M.,~oston university, 195U.---
4. •. Ashley, Dor 1s F. , An Evalua t1 on or Exercises !'or the Dettlo, 
ment of Word Meaning In Grade Five.~d.M., Boston Un!Vers y, 
~.-- - -
5. Breen, Margaret, et al. An Evaluation of Exercises for the I 
Development of Word RecognitiOn and Word Meaning in Gra~Five. ; 
Ed.M., Boston-university, 1953. -- ----
6. Keefe, Margaret. Exercises for the Development of Ef.fective1 

~Recognition and Word Meaning-!! ~rade Five. E07M., 1 

Bostol'!._Un~versitZ.1 . 1950 ____ __ _ 

4. 
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were: 1. Assoeiation of a definition with the contextual use 

' of the word. 2. Identifying antonyms. 3. Identifying syno

nyms. 4. Identifying words with more than one meaning. 5. In

ferring meanings. 6. Matching words with definitions. The 

results showed that the improvement of the experimental group 

was double that of the control group. In addition, children 

in the 80-99 I.~. group showed a greater gain thanthose in 

the 100-119 I.~. group. 

Breen1 , following much the same pattern, obtained a 

statistically significant critical ratio of 3.82 on the final 

test. Again, the lower I.Q. group made the greatest gains. 

In connection with the problem of word meaning clues, a 

number of studies were done on the variety of meanings children! 
II 

have f' or words. In 1950 Johnson2 , using 150 words selected 

from fifth grade texts, f'ound that no child out of 684 fifth 

graders knew all of the meanings f'or the vocabulary used. 

Similarly, in 1951 Cunningham3 found that only one out of one 

hundred mul ti-mea.ning words caused ninety third grade children I 

no difficulty. A~ain, Doucet•s4 study in 1953 found that 

sixty intermediate grade children had a variety of meanings 

1. Breen, et al. ~cit. 

2. Johnson, Mary E. Stud~ of the Understanding of Vocabulary 
I of Content Subjects £l Chilaren of Grade Five. !a.M., Boston 
1· University, 1950. - -

3. Cunningham, Caroline. Anal~sis · of Word Meani~s from a · 
Selected Vocabulary for Third Grade~I!d:ren. Ed:M.~s~on 
University,· 1951. -

I 

4. Doucet, Margaret, et al. A Std@y of the Variety of Mean
~ Given to a List of Three-Hun ed~-Meanlng WOr~ 
__Qre:o.tinGrade§l:iour, Five, and six. Ed.M., Boston 
. _ e_rs:r Ti' l.B53. =- --- - --= - - ~-~~=----tt 

5. 



I 
for the three hundred multi-meaning words used. For instance, 

thirty-seven words had six or more meanings per stimulus word. 

It is not the word w1 th only one meaning which causes 

the difficulty, then. Rather, it is the word Which may have 

I more than one meaning which is more likely to hamper the 

child's progress in reading. 1 Harris states: 

I 

'i pends on the use of specially prepared materials. He says: 
I 

"The setting for each new word should be care
fully worked out so that the word is surrounded 
with such abundant and suggestive context clues 
that the pupil will be quite sure to figure it 
out promptly and correctly." 

In an effort to develop ways of improving reading skills 

along this line, work was done by Ahern3, Goodlight4, and 

1. Harris, Albert. !!£.! ~ Increase Readi~ Abilitz. Third 
Edition. New York: Lo:ngmans, Green, and~ompany, 1956. P. 354Ji 
2. Gates, Arthur I. The Imtrovement of Reading. New York: 1·

1 I' The MacMillan Company:--Rev sed Edition. 1935. P. 71. 
3. Ahern, Agnes T. An Evaluation of a Q,uick Perception Method II 
for Systematic Review on Geography-vocabulary. ECLM., Boston : 
University, 1950. - 11 

4. Goodlight, Gertrude. Evaluation of Exercises in Ra~1d Word , 
I· Recognition ~ Meaning. Ed.M., BoSton Un1vers1~, I 5o.----

~~ 

6. 



Weinl in methods of quick perception of words with meaning. 

While the complete results were not Wholly in favor of the 

experimental groups, they did show that the lessons increased 

the speed of reading to some extent. All three studies used 

lantern s l ides to flash selected vocabulary. Meanings for the 

words were given, and the children put the words into catego

ries. Each child had a list of the words before him and used 

a check method to categorize the words as they were flashed. 

Both Ahern2 and Goodlight3 obtained significant gains in 

vocabulary. 

As further proof that stressing meaning with wo~ds is an 

aid to retention, Logan4 did a study in 1947 to discover the 

effect of word meaning upon word recognition by showing the 

relative ease of learning words at the intermediate grade 

level. Her method included flashing the word, pronouncing it, 

and giving various meanings for it. She found a significant 

gain in identifying both easy and hard words, and a larger 

gain for the difficult words. 

For the purposes of this study a rapid recognition of 

words and their meanings was necessary. Therefore, the 

children used picture clue·s with category headings to deter

mine the meanings of the words. Since it would have taken 

1. Wein, Esther L. An Evaluation of a gE~c~ Percettion Method 
with Meanings in Graaes Four and FIVe~ ·· •• , Sos on 
UniVersity, 10902. ---
2. Ahern, Agnes. ~· ill• 
3. Goodlight, Gertrude. 2E,• ill• 
4. Logan, Josephine. Rate of Learnint to Read Words of ~ 
gng Low gaade ~evels in Selected Voca u!arY'L!sts. E07M., 15'G'!"ton o vers-ey, 19~. _ = _ 

I, 7. 
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some weeks to develop the skills o£ word recognition and word 

meaning, no additional work was provided in this area. 

For many years educators have agreed that there is a 

close connection between spelling skills and reading skills. 

It would be advisable, then, to devise some method o£ word 

analysis which would increase ability in spelling and reading 

at the same time. 
1 

Bearing this out Durrell states: 

"word analysis may in £act be closely allied to 
spelling ••• that exercises in word analysis may be 
given more pro£itably in connection with spelling 
lessons than with reading." 

Derry2, in her thesis in auditory discrimination o£ 

structural analysis o£ words for spelling, says: 

"Research has disclosed that reading disability 
and spelling disability are closely allied since 
the fundamental skills underlying reading and 
spelling are similar. Investigations have shown 
that, although many good readers are poor 
spellers, poor readers are a~ost invariably 
poor spellers." 

In addition, connecting the meaning with the word is as 

much a £actor in spelling as in reading. In support o£ this 

Durrell3 writes: 

I a. 

1. Durrell, Donald D. Improvement £! Basic Reading Abilities. 
Yonkers, New -York: World Book Company, 1940. P. 200. 
2. Derry, Mae. A ~tu~ o£ the Effect of Training in Auditory 
Discr~ination o£-t e rueturil ADalysfS o? Words on Achieve-
~ ~ Spelling ~ Grade ~· Ed.M. Boston University, 
1952. ,. 2. 
3. Durrell, Donald D. Lm~rovi~ Readi, Instruction. 
Yonkers, New York: World ook ompany, 956. P. 279. 



---- ~== ==============~ 

n:l. There is little point in teaching a child to 
spell words that he cannot read unless spelling 
is considered a step in observation or word ele
ments, a part of the word-analysis progrwm. 

2. If the meanings are Wlknown, the child is 
simply spelling a nonsense words that will never 
appear in his composition. He will forget the 
spelling of such words immediately." 

The method used in the present study included sounding 

the word and then writing it. It was believed that hearing 

the word spoken as it was read and then writing it would fix 

it more rir.mly in the child's mind. The idea that auditory 

perception is a salient ractor is expounded by Hildrethl as 

f'ollows: 

"All the rollowing elements play a role in 
learning to spell: hearing the sounds in words 
and distinguishing between sounds in similar 
words, getting clear-cut visual impressions of 
word forms and distinguishing similar words 
visually, matching sound elements to the graphic 
symbols representing them in words that are 
phonetically consistent, and pronouncin~ words 
accurately and syllabicating correctly. 

Further on she again states: 

"Spelling is a skill that has motor as well as 
visual and auditory components, chiefly eye-hand 
coordinations involved in writing, and tongue 
and lip movements involved in saying over the 
sounds or letters." · 

As mentioned above, kinaesthetic imagery, or writing, 

is also important in developing spelling skills. Hildreth2 

1. Hildreth, Gertrude. Teaching Spelling-A Guide !2 Basic 
Principles ~ Practices. New York: Henry Holt and Company, 

1 1955, P. 25. P. 39. 

2. Hildreth, Gertrude. Ibid. P. 6. 

II 
I 
I 
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claims: 

"Learning results in part from imitation--from observing I 
writing being done." 

11 Again, Hildreth1 says: 

"One advantage of writing the practiced words is 
that the pupil immediately sees the result, there
by strengthening the visual impression." 

There is still some question as to the best method of 

teaching spelling. Wilcox2 , in her summary of research in 

, spelling (1954), found conflicting results in comparisons of 

the flash card and study-test methods of spelling instruction. 

The Arcifa3 study~ done in 1955 and based on Russell's4 

11 
doctorate study, used a word analysis method on spelling 

ability. The word was flashed, was shown divided into 

syllables, and meanings for the word were given. While the 

critical r atio was just under statistical significance, the 

figures favored the experimental groups in all grades (four, 

five, and six). 

It is difficult to justify fully the use of any particu

lar word list in a study of this nature. Dolch4 has mentioned 

that it is not possible to get a perfect list due to the fact 

that there are different meanings for the same word. In 

1. Hildreth, Gertrude. op. cit. P. 37. 
2. Wilcox, Harriet. A Swmnary of Research in Spelling. Ed.M., I 
Boston University, l9b4. -- --
3. Arcifa, Ann, et al. The Effect of Word Analysis on 
Spelling Ability. Ed.M.~oston uniVersity, 1955. --
4. Russell, Karlene. The Effect of Word Analysis on Spelling 
Ability. Ed.D., Boston1Tniversity,- m. --
5. Dolch, Edward w. Reading ~ ~ Meanin.g. Boston: Ginn 
and Compa~, 1927. 

10. 



addition, there are compound words, the transfer of a noun to 

a verb (a walk, to walk), inflections from singular to plural, 

1 and derivations made by suffixes and prefixes. Dolch1 also 

discusses four complicating factors as to the meanings of 
II 

II 

words. The first factor is that of special teaching, the 

second is the child's point of view (business or social life 

of the family),. third is the locality of the child (geographic)} 

and fourth the changing conditions of life (making words such 

as andiron remote from the child's realm of experience. This 

point of view may be summarized by Dolch•s2 statement: 

" ••• words themselves are not fixed units, but 
have many shades of meaning that adapt them to 
many different uses." 

Since spelling ability as well as reading ability is 

being tested here, it appeared logical to use a list which 

included words used by children in writing. Fitzgerald 3 

states: 

"It is a more difficult task to select for a 
spelling list the words highly important in the 
spontaneous writing of children and of low 
utility in adult writing than it is to identify 
words well within the overlap of child and 
adult writing." 

Bearing in mind that the plan of the experimental program 

included the writing of the words by the pupils, it seemed 

11 feasible to use a writing vocabulary list. Thus, a list 

' 1. Dolch, Edward w. ~· ill• 
2. Dolch, Edward w. ~· cit. P. 67. 
3. Fitzgerald, James A. ~asic Life Spallin! Vocabulary. 
Milwaukee: The Bruce Pubi'ishing Company, 195 • P. 35. 

11. 



prepared by Durrelll in 1955 entitled Meaning Vocabulary-Grade 

Four was used as the basis for the words selected for use in 11 

this study. This list includes words used by children in grade l 

four and below, appearing in the Buckingham-Dolch and Rinsland 11 

writing vocabularies, but are not included in the Gates 

Vocabulary for Primary Grades. 

1. Durrell, Donald D. Meaning Vocabulary-Grade ~' Boston 
I University, 1955, unpublished. 

12. 



CHAPTER II 

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS 

The importance of associating meaning with new words and 

11 also the importance of correctly identifying familiar words 

I! used in an unfamiliar sense is the basis for this study. Some 

of the words used in one lesson were repeated in other lessons 

for a different category. The categories and words for each 

I lesson were so selected that the meaning is almost self-evident 
,, 
• to the child. Thus, the child had only to read the word and 
' 
I write it under the correct category. The material is arranged 

l so as to permit the children to work in pairs. Each child 

I takes two of the four categories given in each lesson and 

selects the words that fit into either of his two categories. 

The children required varying amounts of time to classify the 

words for each of the thi.rty lessons, but averaged out to 

approximately twenty-five minutes per lesson. It was not 

·possible to set a time limit due to such factors as differences 

1

1in reading ability and the speed of writing between pairs of 

11 children. 

l 

Construction 2f Material: Although the general premise of this 

study is derived from the Speidel1 thesis, her plan for the 

construction of material was not followed. The Durre112 word 

1 list, however, was used in both studies. 

I 1. Speidel, Elizabeth B. Word Analysis Through ~ 
Classification. Ed.M., Boston University, 19~. 

13. 

I 2. Durrell, Donald D. Meaning Vocabulary-Grade ~~ Boston 
======= University, 1955, unp~u=b~l=i~s=h=e~d~·~==============================~F======= 



Oak tag cards nine inches by six inches were prepared I 
1 and were held so that the nine inch sides were in a horizontal 

position. Forty words in mixed order were typed in four 

columns on the upper three and one-half inches. The bottom 

two and one-half inches were divided into four sections. Each 

section was labeled for one of the four categories. In each 

section a simple, appropriate picture was drawn with colored 

inks to dramatize and make more lucid the idea of each 

category. On the reverse side of the cards the words were 

typed under the correct category. This was used as a check 

for the child when the lesson was completed. A sample copy 

of Card I will be found in the appendix. 

In addition, each child was given an oak tag card six 

inches by four and one-half inches. This card was divided 

in half and lined on each side. Side one (left side) was 

numbered one through fifteen and the right side was numbered 

sixteen through thirty. The purpose of this was to provide 

each child with a record of the lessons he had completed and 

with whom he had completed them. A sample of this card will 

be found in the appendix. 

The following pages contain the lessons with the words 

listed under their correct categories. 

I 

I 

14. 
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CARD I 

A. COUNTRY B. NUMBER WORDS 

1. barn 1. couple 
2. barnyard 2. eighteenth 
3. orchard 3. eighty 
4. cabin 4. fifteen 
5. farmer 5. fifteenth 
6. geese 6. fifth 
7. goose 7. fifty 
a. meadow a. fourteen 
9. pigpen 9. fourteenth 

10. haystack 10. nineteen 
' 

c. SOFT D. WAR 
1. leather 1. army 
2. fur 2. navy 
3. cotton 3. warrior 
4. denim 4. cannon 

t 
5. flax 5. bomb 
6. clay 6. rifle 

I 7. corduroy 7. captain 
a. yard a. tank 

I 9. wick 9. pilot 
10. wax 10. bullets 

CARD II 

A. TREES B. SMALL LIVING THINGS 

r 
1. plum 1. kitty 
2. lemon 2. moth 

jl 3. orange 3. nightingale 

I 
4. birch 4. mice 
5. walnut 5. pussycat 
6. oak 6. canary 
7. redwood 7. cuckoo 
a. elm a. frog 
9. hickory 9. snail 

10. fir 10. bee 

r1 

~ 
e 1: 

-=- -- - ·-~- _--
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I 

l 
I 
! 
l 
I 

C. SEASHORE 

A. 

c. 

1. lighthouse 
2. oyster 
3. sailboat 
4. sailor 
5. crab 
6. shark 
7. bait 
a. shell 
9. coast 

10. f'ish 

WORKERS 

1. aviator 
2. buyer 
3. engineer 
4. keeper 
5. officer 
6. shepherd 
7. workers 
a. principal 
9. baker 

10. caddy 

CONTAINERS 

1. glasses 
2. buggy 
3. van 
4. album 
5. pencil box 
6. dipper 
7. glove 
a. radiator 
9. pot 

10. cage 

CARD III 

·-

D. HARD 

B. 

D. 

1. silver 
2. wire 
3. twine 
4. steel 
5. metal 
6. copper 
7. zinc 
a. ore 
9. tusks 

10. jewel 

SOUNDS 

1. bang 
2. bawl 
3. bay 
4. bleat 
5. boom 
a. buzz 
'1. coo 
a. cluck 
9. clack 

10. clang 

TIME 

1. forenoon 
2. New Year 
3. period 
4. sunset 
5 .• future 
a. nighttime 
7. season 
a. twilight 
9. sunrise 

10. year's 

16. 



A. WORKERS 

l . farmer 
2. mailman. 
3. manager 
4. soldier 
5. writer . 
a. sailor 
7. bookkeeper 
a. conductor 
9. fireman 

10. postmen 

c. CONTAINERS 
1~ :flowerpot 
2. muf'f 
3. dray 
4. vase 
s. letterbox 
a. pillowcase 
7. dish 
a. barrel 
·9. mug 
10. paintbox 

A. PART OF THE BODY 

1. ankle 
2. brain 
3. breast 
4. cheek 
5. chin 
6. elbow 
7. stomach 
a. waist 
9. head 

10. blood 

C.&.RD IV 

CARD V 

B. SOUNDS 

l. clap 
2. click 
3. cough 
4. crash 
5. creak 
a. sigh 
7. purr 
a. shout 
9 .• squeak 

10. sq;ueal 

D. TIME 
1. age 
2. always 
3. ancient 
4. anymore 
s. awhile 
a. bedtime 
7. boyhood 
a. century 
9. daily 

10. dawn 

B. SPORTS WORDS 

1. boxing 
2. wrestle 
3. cricket 
4. hoop 
s. basketball 
a. swimmer 
7. tennis 
a. goal 
9. bat 

10. volleyball 

17. 
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c. BIG LIVIllG THINGS D. FLOWERS 

I l. dragon l. cowslips 

i: 
2. jackal 2. pansies 
3. camel 3. primrose 
4. loon 4. peony 
5. eel 5. daf'fodil 
6. hog 6. hyacinth 
7. wildcat 7. geranium 
a. OX a. poppy 
9. elephant 9. pansy 

10. giraffe 10. carnation 

CARD VI 

A. WEATHER WE DON'T LIKE B. WORKERS 

1. chilly 1. miner 
2. cloudy 2. milkman 
3. thunder 3. tailor 
4. gale 4. poet 
5. lightning 5. dressmaker 
6. stormy 6. boxer 
7. storm 7. iceman 
s. thaw a. newsboy 
9. freeze 9. salesman 

10. sleet 10. woodsman 

c. PLACES TO VISIT D. CON'l'AINERS 
l. auditorium l. sack 
2. monument 2. window box 
3. museum 3. frame 
4. fairground 4. locker 
5. playground s. pocketbook 
6. zoo 6. bucket 
7. depot 7. drawer 
a. sawmill a. icebox 
9. library 9. pan 

10. greenhouse 10. tank 



II 

,, 

I 
: 

CARD VII 

A. PARTY WORDS 

1. bouquet 
2 .• gaiety 
3. decorations 
4. candlesticks 
5. gift 
6. dining 
7. costume 
a. cooky 
9. cookies 

10. ice cream 

c. KINDS OF PEOPLE 

1~ anxious 
2. awkward 
3. bossy 
4. bold 
5. brave 
6. calm 
7. careless 
a. dangerous 
9. dull 

10. dunce 

CARD VIII 

A. THINGS FOR SEWING 

1. spool 
2. thread 
3. ~)hears 
4. needle 
5. thimble 
6. machine 
7. pattern 
a. pin 
9. cotton 

10. rayon 

=--= 

B. NUMBER WORDS 

1. thirty 
2. twelfth 
3. twelve 
4. twice 
5. twin 
6. both 
7. five 
e. forty · 
9. single 

10. once 

D. PARTS OF THE BODY 

1. fist 
2. eyelid 
3. forehead 
4. freckles 
5. fingernails 
6. joint 
7. knee 
e. lip 
9. liver 

10. mole 

B. -SCHOOL 

1. kindergarten 
2. language 
3. phonics 
4. crayons 
5. dictionary 
6. alphabet 
7. science 
s. erase 
9. arithmetic 

10. chalk 

19. 
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c. SAD WORDS D. NUMBER WORDS 

1. beggar 1. ninety 
2. badly 2. ninetieth 
3. argue 3. ninth 
4. accident 4. sixteen 
5. jail 5. sixth 
6. death 6. sixty 
7. dying 7. seventy 
a. blind a. seventeen 
9. collision 9. tenth 

10. ache 10. thirteen 

I 
! CARD IX 

A. HAPPY WORDS B. CHURCH 
l. merrily 1. choir 
2. entertain 2. prayers 
3~ vacation 3. worship 
4. merriest 4. pew 
5. happiness 5. blessing 
6. celebrate 6. holy 
7. treat 7. priest 
a. lullaby a. Bible 
9. cheer 9. Sunday 

10. funniest 10. pulpit 

c. MEASURING D. PARTS OF THE BODY 
I 

I l. height 1. teeth 

I, 
2. pint 2. eyebrow 
3. ounce 3. vein 

I 4. weight 4. eyelash 
!I 5. gallon 5. throat 

6. term 6. thumb 
7. total 7. tongue 
a. rod a. tonsils 
9. cube 9. tooth 

10. century 10. temple 

i 
'·:.:-::· ---======~==~========================~======= 



A. JOI NING WORDS 

1. ·fasten 
2. tack 
3. yoke 
4. link 
5. union 
6. knot 
7. hitch 
a. button 
9. brace 

10. span 

= .- -#=========:=....::::;::-

CARD XI 

B. SHELTER 

1. cabin 
2. igloo 
3. inn 
4. prison 
5. lodge 
6. wigwam 
7. jail 
a. apartment 
9. tepee 

10. convent 



C. _WORDS WHICH TAKE APA.RT 

A. 

c. 

1. crumble 
2. separate 
3. crush 
4. whittle 
5. slit 
6. unbutton 
7. snip 
a. strip 
9. tore 

10. tear 

TRAIN 

1. depot 
2. caboose 
3 . tender 
4. rails 
5. conductor 
6. engineer 
7. railroad 
a. switch 
9. cowcatcher 

10. streamline 

PLANE 

1. airship 
2. .flying 
3. runways 
4. taxi 
5. hostess 
6. airport 
7. jet plane 
a. control tower 
9. hangars 

10. aviator 

CARD XII 

====--==~F=~============~==- -~----

D. LIGHTING 

B. 

D. 

1. fuse 
2. battery 
3. gas 
4. candlestick 
5. sunshine 
6. lamp 
7. electric 
a. bulb 
9. sunlight 

10. lit 

FIRE 
1. blaze 
2. fire escape 
3. heater 
4. burnt 
5. steam 
6. logs 
7. grate 
a. fireman 
9. furnace 

10. ashes 

FARM 

1. herd 
2. guinea 
3. barnyard 
4. harvest 
5. furrow 
6. corn 
7. dairy 
a. sow 
9. clover 

10. churn 

22. 
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CARD XIII 

A. MONTHS B. FIRE 

1. March 1. coke 
2. June 2. fuel 
3. September 3. fire drill 
4. December 4. clang 
5. January 5. heat 
6. April 6. burning 
7. July 7. coal 
a. October a. fireplace 
9. February 9. fire engine 

10. November 
ll. August 

c. PEOPLE D. FARM 

1. Dutch l. beef' 
2. Lincoln 2. goose 
3. Miss 3. mare 
4. Washington 4. hay 
5. American 5. husk 
6. English s. silo 
7. Negro 7. milked 
a. Mrs. a. plow 
9. Chinese 9. reap 

10. Eskimo 10. haystack 

CARD XIV 

A. MEN'S CLOTHING B. WINTER WORDS 

1. sweatshirt 1. sleigh 
2. necktie 2. icy 
3. shirt 3. snowy 
4. overcoat 4. ice skate 
5. trousers 5. sled 
6. garters 6. snowman 

7. frost 
s. toboggan 
9. coasting 

10. thaw 
11. snowf'1ake 
12. skid 
13. slippery 
14. icicles 

=,i-
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l 
c. SAD WORDS D. SUMMER WORDS 

1. prison 1. croquet 
2. ambulance 2~ bumblebee 
3. earthquake 3. sandy 
4. murder 4. barefooted 
5. hospital 5;. sailboat 
6. lonesome 6. camp 
'1. cripple 7. seashore 
a. arrest a. sunshine 
9. deaf 9. beach 

10. blood 
11. pain 

CARD XV 

A. HAPPY WORDS B. WOMEN'S CLOTHING 

1. entertain 1. skirt 
2. happier 2. blouse 
3. holiday 3. bustle 
4. bride 4. apron 
5. party 5. stockings 
6. kindness 6. gown 
7. celebrate 7. cape 
a. friend a. petticoat 

9. smock 
10. dresses 
11. bloomers 
i2. slips 

c. BIRDS D. FRUITS 

l. sparrow l. peach 
2. martin 2. raisin 
3. cuckoo 3. orange 
4. catbird 4. grapefruit 
5. blue jay 5. cherries 
6. meadowlark 6. banana 
7. nightingale 7. tomato 
a. swallow a. cantaloupe 
9. stork 9. watermelon 

10. bluebird 
11. loon 

=====---========-======#== ---
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CARD .XVI 

A. CHRI"STMAS B. LAND TRAVEL 
1. gifts l. motorcycle 
2~ chimney 2. tricycle 
3. Santa 3. camel 
4. carols 4. auto 
5. holly 5. caboose 
6. plum pudding s. coach 
7. stocking 7. hack 
a. reindeer a. Buick 
9. Silent Night 9. fire engine 

10. fireplace 10. cab 
11. buggy 

c. HALLOWE'EN D. SHIP WORDS 
l. masks 1. cargo 
2. ghosts 2. harbor 
3. skull 3. paddle 
4. mischief 4. pier 
5. bobbing apples 5. stern 
6. crossbones 6. dock 
7. Hallowe'en 7. launch 

II 
a. doughnuts a. liner 
9. creaking 

10. costume 

I 
11. October 

II 

'I 
CARD XVII I 

A. MONEY WORDS B. ANIMALS THAT ARE NOT 
HOUSE PETS 

l. fee 1. buffalo 
2. bill 2•· eagle 
3. borrow 3. beast 
4. coin 4. deer 
s. .fund 5 • l8l11b 
6. owe 6. snail 
7. receipt 7. crab 
a. collect s. hawk 
9. account 9. chicken 

10. lend 10. cr'eature 
11. savings 11. goat 
12. loan. 12. beaver 
13. due 



26. 

e 
r c. AIR TRAVEL D. PLACES TO VISIT 

1 . balloon 1. aquarium 
2. airplane 2. theater 
3. take-of.f 3. cafeteria 
4. pilot 4. plantation 
5. propeller 5. jungle 

'I 
6. wings 6. desert 
7. instrument board 
a. eo-pilot 
9. airport 

I, ,, 
CARD XVIII 

A. SHIP WORDS B. FOOD 

1. aboard 1. dessert 
2. vessel 2. mince pie 
3. .drift 3. cranberry sauce 
4. lighthouse 4. oatmeal 
5. mast 5. ice cream 

I 6. bow 6. meat 
7. freighter 7. toast 

I a. steamboat a. yeast 
9. canoe 9. cocoa 

10. ferry 10. brownie 
11. grain 

c. MONEY WORDS D. WORDS THAT TAKE APART 

1. banking 1. grind 
2. cash 2. pare 
3. afford 3. chopped 
4. check 4. unfasten 
5. thrifty 5. scatter 
6. loss 6. splintered 
7. dues 7,. burst 
a. deposit a. torn 
9. charge 9. loosen 

10. quarter 



lj 

li 

A. SOFr 

1. tar 
2. mink 
3. crepe 
4~ feather 
5. canvas 
6. linen 

c. SOUNDS 

l. twitter 
2. crow 
3. crunch 
4. din 
5. drip 
6. howl 
7. hiss 
e. mew 
9. moo 

10. murmur 
11 • . neigh 
12. peal 
13. noisy 

A. KITCHEN 
1. fork 
2. icebox 
3. broom 
4. stove 
5. mug 
6. dish 
7. glasses 
e. cabinet 
9. platter 

10. knives 
11. groceries 
12. beater 
13. sink 

1!: B~~;y 

CARD XIX 

CARD XX 

B. TIME 

1. daylight 
2. eve 
3. everyday 
4. forever 
5. midnight 
6. noontime 
7. yesterday 
a. tomorrow 

D. KINDS OF PEOPLE 

l. faithf'ul 
2. gentle 
3. graceful 
4. jealous 
5. kindly 
6. keen 
7. meek 
a. neat 
9. nimble 

10. obedient 
11. simple 
12. tardy 
13. vain 

B. BEDROOM 
1. crib 
2. cradle 
3. quilt 
4. mattress 
5. hanger 
6. clothing 
7. bureau 
e. wardrobe 
9. pillowcase 

10. pajamas 

11 27. 
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II 

I 
II 

c. 

A. 

c. 

1. ashes 
2. ax 
3. barrel 
4. cement 
5. coal 
6. furnace 
7. hatchet 
a. nail 
9. hammer 

10. shovel 

INJURY WORDS 

1. ambulance 
2. collision 
3. accident 
4. drug 
5. hospital 
6. howl 
7. injured 
a. lame 
9. maim 

10. maul 
11. splint 
12. sprained 

CARD XXI 

THI NGS YOU CAN SIT ON 

1. bench 
2. curb 
3. :furniture 
4. chair 
5. floor 
6. mattress 

28. 
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D. LIVING ROOM 
1. :fireplace 
2. bookcase 
3. sora 
4. television 
5. hassock 

B. THINGS YOU CAN EAT 

1. apple sauce 
2. banana 
3. bran 
4. celery 
5. cherry 
6. chocolate 
7. clam 
a. cocoa 
9. cucumber II 

10. custard 
11. :fig I 12. liver 
13. biscuit I 14. buttermilk 

D. THINGS HAVING TO DO 
WITH DRESSING 

1. barrette 
2. bathrobe 
3. belt 
4. bib 
5. bracelet 
6. diaper 
7. earring 
a. garters 



I 29. 

CARD XXII 

A. SICKNESS .WORDS B. THINGS YOU CAN SIT ON 

1. measles 1. pew 
2. medicine 2. raft 
3. mumps 3. saddle 
4. painful 4. suitcase 
5. salve 5. fire escape 
6. stroke 
7. struck 
e. stung 
9. stab 

10. suffer 
11. weak 
12. whooping cough 
1:'3. brace 

c. THINGS YOU CAN EAT D. THINGS HAVING T 0 :00 
WITH DRESSING 

1. fowl 1. glove 
2. lemonade 2. hairpin 
3. molasses 3. jewels 
4. mint 4. moccasins 
5. mutton 5. ornaments 
6. onion 6. overshoes 
7. oyster 7. rubbers 
a. popcorn e. necklace 
9. syrup 9. overalls 

10. toast 
11. waffle 
~2. brownie 
13. dessert 

CARD XXIII 

A. WORDS REQUIRING ACTION B. THINGS YOU CAN BUY IN 
A SUPER-MARKET 

1. kick 1. cracker 
2. fled 2. crackers 
3. flee 3. cucumber 

li 
4. flew 4. pastry 
5. flown 5. oatmeal 
6. headed 6. wax 
7. trot 7. starch 
e. hopscotch a. coffee 
9. capture 9. coke 

10. crawl 
11 •. creep 

--



C. THINGS TO READ 
l. poem 
2. posters 
3. alphabet 
4. Bible 
5. bill 

A. PEOPLE 

1. himself' 
2. husband 
3. junior 
4. freshman 
5. sophemore 
6. senior 
7. sissy 
a. passenger 
9. pilgrims 

10. pioneer 
ll. piper 
12. player 
l3 • . pupil 
14. queen 
15. rider 

CARD XXIV 

C. WORDS REQUIRING ACTION 

l. stunts 
2. squeeze 
3. weeding 
4. spill 
5. slice 
6. slap 
7. slam 
a. shook 
9. wring 

10. untie 
11. undress 

- -------

D. PEOPLE 
1. atmt 
2. uncle 
3. beggar 
4. boss 
5. boxer 
6. bride 
7. bridegroom 
a. caddy 
9. captain 

10. coach 
ll. cousin 
12. cowboy 
13. daughter 
14. dentist 
15. enemy 

B. FLOWERS 
·1. tulips 
2. bluebells 
3. viol.ets 
4. goldenrod 
5. dandelion 

D. THINGS YOU CAN BUY IN 
A HARDWARE STORE 

1. spout 
2. bike 
3. shears 
4. spike 
5. rod 
6. screens 
7. varnish 
a. screw 
9 • . spokes 

30. 



CARD XXV 

A. WORDS REQUIRING ACTION 

1. da.sll, 
2. dive 
3. dodge 
4. drove 
5. dug 
6. grab 
7. gymnastics 
a. haul 
9. hockey 

10. knelt 
11. kneel 

c. THINGS YOU CAN READ 
1. code 
2. dictionary 
3. homework 
4. letter 
5. license 

A. PEOPLE 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

robber 
rogue 
principal 
preacher 
mn1ster 
prince 
president 
priest 
princess 
scholar 
schoolboy 
schoolgirl 
servant 
singer 
maid 

CARD XXVI 

B. THINGS YOU CAN BUY IN 

D. 

A SUPER-MARKET 

1. doughnuts 
2. watermelon 
3. sponge 
4. soup 
5. lard 
6. mushrooms 
7. apple sauce 
e. cranberry 
9. coconut 

PEOPLE 
1. fairy 
2. gang 
3. gentlemen 
4. ghost 
5. godmother 
6. godfather 
7. godchild 
a. member 
9. miss 

10. mister 
11. mistress 
12. native 
13. nephew 
14. niece 
15. owner 

B. TREES 
1. fig 
2. chestnut 
3. evergreen 
4. beech 
5. cedar 

31. 
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C. WORDS REQUIRING ACTION 

1. wobble 
2. walk 
3. waltz 
4. waving 
5. weaving 
6. spitting 
7. sifting 
a. clap 
9. glide 

10. celebrating 
11. wipe 

CARD XXVII 

A. WORDS REQUIRING ACTION 

1. jig 
2. knit 
3. knitting 
4. playing 
5. punched 
6. raiding 
7. rob 
8. scramble 
9. shave 

10. scribble 
11. type 

C. THINGS YOU CAN READ 
1. magazine 
2. operetta 
3. receipt 
4. records 
5. reports 

D. THINGS YOU CAN BUY IN 
A HARDWARE STORE 

1. machine 
2. scooter 
3. dipper 
4. ax 
5. letterbox 
6. file 
7. mailbox 
a. hatchet 
9. sandpaper 

B. THINGS YOU CAN BUY IN 
4 SUPER-MARKET 

1. cookies 
2. molasses 
3. chocolate 
4. mutton 
5. soda 
6. mustard 
7. soap 
8. celery 
9. cantaloupes 

D. PEOPLE 
1. parents 
2. partner 
3. youth 
4. woodsman 
5. woman 
6. lady 
7. sweetheart 
a. traveler 
9. traitor 

10. stranger 
11. thief' 
12. stepmother 
13. stepfather 
14. stepdaughter 
15. stepson 



CARD XXVIII 

A. THINGS YOU CAN BUY 
IN A GARAGE 

1. wheel 
2. machine 
3. petroleum 
4. kerosene 
5. brake 

C. THINGS YOU CAN BUY 
IN A DRUG STORE 

1. cigars 
2. cough syrup 
3. salve 
4. cotton 
s. bandage 
e. magazine 
7. medicine 
a. cigarettes 
9. tobacco 

10. alcohol 
11. cone 

CARD XXIX 

B. THINGS FOUND IN A 
SPORTING GOODS STORE 

1. sailboat 
2. spear 
3. football 
4. tackle 
5. volleyball 
e. scooter 
7. hunting knife 
a. bat 
9. baseball 

10. pistol 
11. arrew 
12. weapons 
13. snowshoes 
.14. bike 
15. skis 

D. THINGS YOU CAN BUY IN 
A DEPARTMENT STORE 

1. wallpaper 
2. muff 
3. forks 
4. curtain 
5. overshoes 
6. clothespins 
7. overalls 
a. jewelry 
9. needles 

A. WORDS ~UIRING ACTION B. THINGS YOU CAN BUY IN 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

twist 
tugging 
tow 
torn 
tore 
tear 
swung 
swing 
swept 
sweep 
swam 

A SUPER-MARKET 

1. chicken 
2. polish 
3. · soapflakes 
4. ice cream 
5. custard 
6. buttermilk 
7. cocoa 
a. walnuts 
9. lemons 
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C. THINGS YOU CAN READ 

1. schedule 
2. scorecard 
3. signature 
4. thermometer 
5. verse 

CARD XXX 

A. LIGHTING 

1. flashlight 
2. electricity 
3. candles 
4. glare 
s. sunbeam 
6. shone 

c. LIQ1JID THINGS 
l. iodine 
2. cider 
3. cocoa 
4. coffee 
5. ink 
6. milk 
7. moat 
a. perfume 
9. shower 

10. vinegar 
1 1 . wine 

D. PEOPLE 

B. 

D. 

1. king 
2. knight 
3. Lincoln 
4. lord 
5. maiden 
6. grandchild 
7. granddaughter 
a. grandparents 
9. grandson 

10. grandmother 
11. grandfather 
12 • . guests 
13. gypsy 
14. heir 
15. herself 

LAND TRAVEL 

1. jeep 
2. street car 
3. bicycle 
4. van 
5. carriage 
6. sleigh 
7. elevator 
a. buggy 
9. taxi 

SCHOOL 

1. history 
2. grammar 
3. playground 
4. bookcase 
5. inkwell 
6. minuend 
7. multiplicand 
a. multiplication 
9. multiplier 

10. divisor 
11. division 
12. subtraction 
13. globe 
14. addition 



-

A- tabulation of all words in. the thirty lessons counted 

11 042 different words used. Of the total amount, one hundred 

nine words were used twice each, seven words were used three 

times each, and one word was used four times. Words made from 

plurals, the addition of suffixes and prefixes, and changes of 

verb tense were counted as separate words. 
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CHAPTER III 

PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM . 

The preceding thirty lessons were prepared with the idea 

that six weeks would be sufficient for their completion. Due 

to such factors as cancellations of school sessions and ab

l sences~ the experimental period was extended to encompass 

' eight weeks. 

I 
public schools 

The three fourth grades used in this study were from two 

in different upper-middle class towns in 

Massachusetts. Class A was a homogeneous group consisting of 

ll low I.Q. and slow learning children. Class B was also a 

!homogeneous group, but consisted of high I.~. and fast learning 

children. The two latter classes were from the same school. 

I Class C was a heterogeneous group from another town. 

No control group was used in this experiment. Instead, 

the results were based on a "normal" two months growth in 

reading. However, the I.~. range of each class was obtained by 

administering the California Test of Mental Maturity, 

1 Elementary '51 Series, Grades 4-8. 

I In order to measure the increase in reading ability the 

I 
Gates Reading Survey for Grades 3 (2nd Half) to 10, Form r 2, 

and the Diagnostic Test in Spelling from the Modern School 

l1. Published by the California Test Bureau, Los Angeles. 

'

2. Published by the Bureau of Publications, Teachers _ College, 
Columbia University, New York. 



Achievement Tests, Skills Edition-Revised, Form I were given to 

all three classes previous to the start of the experiment. 

A daily period of twenty to thirty minutes for eight 

weeks was given for this practice in word classification. The 

children were allowed to work in pairs, thus insuring a 

sufficient number of lesson cards for circulation. Each child 

used a piece of ordinary school paper to write the words under 

his two categories. The children were encouraged to assist 

each other in sounding out unknown words. After both children 
11 

have completed a lesson, the card is turned over for the check. 

The words are correctly classified on the reverse side of each 

card. Each child read his partner's correct list from the card 1 

and the partner checked his paper. This gave additional prac-

tice in the sounding of the words for the child who did not 

write those words. While no tabulation of the completed papers I 
I 

was taken, it was noted that the majority of children consis- I 
tently obtained high scores in the classification work. The [J 

children kept their own record card of lessons completed, thus 

insuring that all the children completed the thirty lessons 

with as many different partners as possible. Each child wrote 

the name of his partner for each lesson on his record card. 

This also provided a check against repeating the same lesson. 

Following the experiment the Gates Reading Survey for 

Grades 3 (2nd Half) to 10, Form II1 , and the Diagnostic Test in ll 

Spelling from the Modern School Achievement Tests, Skills 

1. Published by the Bureau of Publicat'ions, Teachers College, 
Columbia Universitz,_ New York. 
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Edition-Revised, Form II were given. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of 

a program of word analysis by classification devices for fourth 

grade pupils on the improvement of reading ability and the im

provement of spelling ability. 

The testing program included a standard intelligence tea 1 

a standard reading test2 , and a standard spelling test~ 

The following tables compare the results of the tests 

given. It should be mentioned again that the basis for 

comparison is the "normal" two months growth in reading. How

ever, since it was not possible to equate expected (addition 

of two months growth) raw score gains on this basis, eompari-

sons of both grade equivalents and raw scores are included. 

The raw score should have a significant increase anywhere there l 

is a significant increase in grade equivalent. In some eases 

the raw score tables would show a significant increase where 

there was no increase in the grade equivalent since the raw 

score is the exact score obtained in the pre-test and the grade ! 

equivalent score has two months added to it. Thus, the in- l 
crease shown in the grade equivalent tables is over and above 

two months growth from the original score. I 
----------~~i~--------1 1. California Test of Mental Matur ty, Elementary '51 Series, 
Grades 4-8. California Test Bureau, Los Angeles. 
2. Gates Reading Survey for Grades 3 (2nd Half) to 10, Forms 
I and II. Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University New York. 
3. Diagnos!ic Test in Spelling, Modern School Achievement 
Tests, Skills Edition-Revised, Forms I and II. 
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The test of significance was made in the following 

manner. The standard error of the difference was computed 

directly from distribution of the differences between paired 

scores according to the formula by Wallis and Robert~ A 

significant gain is shown when the test of significance 

2.5. 

1. Wallis, w. Allen and Roberts, Harry v. Statistics -A New 
Approach. Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1956. Pages---
418, 420, 421. 
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Grade 
Group 

4A 

4B 

Grade 
Group 

4B 

4C 

Grade 
Group 

4A 
40 

Group 

Boys 
___ .. -

Girls 

COMPARISON OF INTELLIGENCE ~UOTIENTS 
By Grade Groups ~d Sex 

Table 1. Comparison of I.~.-Grades 4A and 4B 

Mean Difference Standard Error Test of 
I.~. of Difference Significance 

111.3 
18.6 3.05 6.10* 

129.9 

Table 2. Comparison of' I.Q,.-Grades 4B and 4C 

Mean Difference Standard Error Test of' 
r.Q.. of Difference Significance 

129.9 
.. ,, 

2.1,.9 2.19 10.0* 
108.0 

Table 3. Comparison of I ·.Q,, -Grades 4A and 40 

Mean Difference Standard Error Test of 
I.Q. of Difference Significance 

111.3 
3.3 

108.0 
2.82 1.17 

Table 4. Comparison of I.~.-Boys and Girls 

Mean Difference Standard Error Test of 
I.Q,. of Difference Signif'ieance 

114.0 
'- - .. -·-·- 1.3 3.46 .38 

115.3 

-- =--=-=-==--- --- ------======----~==-

II 
II 

II 
I 
I 

I 
I 

II 

I 

I' 
I 
I 
I• 
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Table 1 shows a highly significant difference in the r.~~ I 

of the homogeneously grouped grades 4A and 4B with a Test of I 
Significance of 6.10. Similarly, in Table 2 Grade 4B shows an '' 

even more highly significant difference in I.Q,. ·from the II 
heterogeneously grouped 40 with a Test of Significance of 10.0. 

Table 3 shows a difference in significance of only 1.17 between 

the slow homogeneous Grade 4A and the heterogeneous Grade 40. 

Table 4 shows that there is relatively little difference be

tween the I.Q.s of the boys and the girls with a Teet of Sig-

nificance of only .38. 

The following tables show the amount of growth in 

reading and spelling of the three classes and the differences 

among them. The term "Expected" in the Grade Equivalent 

Tables is not the initial grade equivalent score achieved. 

Rather, it is the result of the initial test with two months 

1 
added to each child's score. The Raw Score Tables show the 

comparisons of the exact initial scores and the exact final 

scores. 



RESULTS ~ VOCABULARY TEST 

' 
Table 5A. Comparison of Expected and Final Grade Equivalents 

I Group . No. Mean Grade Ectuiv. Mean s.E. Sig. I.Q • Corr. Expected Final Diff. 
4.88 5.40 .52 .087 

I 
4A 28 5.95* .12 
4B 31 6.06 6.62 .56 .077 7.33* .48 
4C 27 5.98 6.25 .27 .0548 4.93* .34 II 
All 86 5.65 6.11 .46 .0449 10.16* .30 Grades 

Table 5B. Comparison of Initial and Final Raw Scores 

Group No. Mean Raw Score Mean Diff'. S.E. Sig. Tnitial Final 
4A 28 24.8 31.0 6.2 .072 8.63* 
4B 31 34.7 41.5 6.8 .0625 10.84* 
4C 27 34.0 38.4 4.4 .0519 8.56* 

All 86 31.3 37.1 5.8 .0377 15.52* Grades 

Table SA shows ~that all grades obtained a highly 

statistically significant gain in vocabulary. Grade 4B 

achieved the highest gain with a Difference of' .56, an s.E. of' 

.077, and a Test of' Significance of' 7.33. Grade 4A was second 

with a Difference of .52, an s.E. of .087, and a Test of' Sig

nificance of 5.95. Grade 4C was l~st with a Difference of .27, I 
I 

an s.E. of' .0548, and a Test of Significance of 4.93. There is 

no corr elation between the I.Q.s of' the groups and the amount ar 
gain. Table 5B shows the results of the same test computed 

from the exact initial score. 



I 

' 

RESULTS - LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION 

Table SA. Comparison of Expected and Final Grade Equivalents 

Group No. Mean Grade E uiv. Mean s.E. Sig. I.Q. Corr. 
Ex ected Final Diff. 

4A 28 4.34 4.52 .18 .1489 1.25 .29 

4B 31 5.64 S.lS .52 .181 2.87-§ .22 
40 27 5.81 5.83 .02 .. 164 .01 .07 

All 8S 5.27 5.52 .52 .0988 2.5S* .29 Grades - -- ~.- ---

Table 6B. Comparison of Initial and Final Raw Scores 

Group No. -m-ean RaiJ Score Mean Di:f'f. s.E. Sig. Initial Final 
4A 28 31.3 35.8 4.5 .171 2.S5* 
4B 31 47.6 52.7 5.1 .178 2.86* 
40 27 4S.4 47.6 1.2 .148 .85 
All 86 41.9 45.6 3.7 .097 3.82* 

Grades 

Table SA indicates that only Grade 4B obtained a 

statistically significant gain in level of comprehension with 

a Difference of .52, an S.E. of .. 181 and a Test of Signifi-

canoe of 2.87. Grade 4A achieved a Difference of .18, an s.E. 
of~489, and a Test of Significance of 1.25 which is not 

statistically significant. Grade 40 made almost no gain with 

a Difference of only .02, an S.E. of .164, and a Test of Sig

nificance of only .01. However, the results of the combined 

grades show a gain of 2.56 which is just over statistical sig 

nificance. There is no I.~. correlation in the amount of gain. 
·~~===========-
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RESULTS - SPEED OF READING 

Table 7A. Comparison of Expected and Final Grade Equivalents 

Group No. Mean Grade Equiv. Mean s.E. Sig. I.Q. Corr. · · :-~ 

Expected Final Dif't. 

4A 28 3.76 4.12 .36 .0802 4.54* .37 
4B 31 7.41 7.87 .46 .273 1.70 .06 

40 27 5.81 . 5.73 -.o8 .198 - .43 .oo 
All 86 5.72 5.98 

Grades 
.26 .121 2.14 .15 

Table 7B. Comparison of Initial and Final Raw Scores 

Group No. 
Mean Raw Score Mean Dif't. s.E. Sig. Initial Final 

4A 28 21.0 25.6 4.6 .0654 7.10* 
4B 31 46.5 50.8 4.3 .172 2.48 
40 27 35.8 36.6 .a .127 .61 

All 86 34.9 38.1 3.2 .078 4.22* . Grades 

1
1 Table 7A shows that Grade 4A achieved the highest gain 

1 in speed of reading with a Difference of .36, an S.E. ~f .0802, 

!I 
I 

I 
II 

I 
l 

and a highly statistically Test of Significance of' 4.54. 

Grade 4B did not achieve a significant gain, having a Differ~e 
. 

ot .46, an s.E. of .273, and a Test of Significance of' only 

1.70. Grade 4C shows a loss in speed with a Difference of' 

-.08, an s.E. of .198, and a loss in Test of Significance of 

-.43. The combined grades scored a Test of Significance of 

2.14 which is just under statistical significance. There is 

correlation between the r.~.s and the amount of gain or los& 

45. 
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RESULTS - READING AVERAGE 

Table 8. Comparison of Expected and Final Grade Equivalents 

Group No. Mean Grade Equiv. Mean s.E. Sig. r.Q.. Corr. Expected Final Diff. 
4A 28 4.31 4.68 .37 .060 6.13* .43 

4B 31 6.37 6.91 .54 .125 4.34* .25 
40 27 5.89 5.95 .07 .073 .96 .15 
All 

86 5.55 5.89 .34 .0555 6.07* • 35 Grades 

Table 8 shows the gains in average reading scores of 

the combined grades as measured by the Gates Reading Survey. 

The expected mean for All Grades was 5.55 but the actual out

come was a mean of 5.89. The Test of Significance was 6.07 

Which is highly statistically significant. 4A obtained the 

.I highest Test of Significance (6.13) with a Difference of .37 

and an S.E. of .oso. Grade 4B obtained 4.3~ Which also is 

highly statistically significant, and an s.E. of .125. 40 

scored only .96 in its Test of Significance. There is no r.~. 

correlation in the amount of gain. 

'I 

I 
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RESULTS • SPELLING 

Table 9A. Comparison of Expected and Final Grade Equivalents 

Group No. Mean Grade ~quiv. Mean s.E. Sig. r.Q.. Corr. Expected Final Di.ff. 

4A 28 4.12 4.00 -.12 .. 061 -1~93 -.17 

4B 31 5.03 4.84 -.19 .0727 -2.66* -.22 

40 27 4.63 4.57 -.06 .05 -1.26 .15 

All 86 4.61 4.48 -.13 .0367 -3.48* .18 Grades 

Table 9B. Comparison of Initial and Final Raw Scores 

Group No. Mean Raw Score Mean Ditf. s.E. Sig. Initial Final 

4A 28 21.4 22.4 1.0 .076 1.32 

4B 31 33.1 33.1 o.o .093 .03 

40 27 28.1 29.7 1.6 .065 2.50* 
All 86 27.7 

Grades 
28.5 o.s .0377 2.25 

Table 9A shows an entirely unexpected negative result as 

far as the spelling gains are concerned. None of the groups 

achieved even the expected two months gain. The combined 

grades show a statistically significant loss in the Test of 

I 
I 
I 

" 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

1 Significance of -3.48. Grade 4C had the smallest loss with a 

II 

Di.fference of -.06, an s.E. of .05 and a Test of Significance 

of -1.26. Grade 4A had a Difference of -.12, an s.E. of .061, 
·' and a Test of Significance of -1.93. Grade 4B had the greates; 

loss with a Difference of -.19, S.E •• 0727, Significance -2.66.1 



I RESULTS • ALL TESTS 
I 

II Table lOA. Comparise>n o-r Expected and Final Grade Equivalents 

,, 

I 

I 
I 

I 

!. 

'I II 

!I 
II 
il 
I 

I 

I 

II 

Group No. Mean Grade Equiv. Mean S.E. Sig. I.Q.. Corr. Expected Final Diff. 

4A 28 4.28 4.55 .26 .0451 5.84* .19 
4B 31 6.10 6.48 .38 .0760 4.99* .13 
4C 27 5.62 5.67 .04 .0564 .75 .oa 
All 

Grades 86 5.38 5.60 .24 .0363 6.29* .18 

Table lOB. Comparison of Initial and Final Raw Scores 

Group No. Mean .Raw Score Mean Diff. s.E. Sig. Initial Final 
4A 28 24.6 28.7 4.1 .0467 8.76?t 

4B 31 40.5 44.5 4.0 .044 9.18* 
4C 27 36.1 38.1 2.0 .0389 5.21* 

All 86 33.9 37.3 3.4 .0256 13.23* Grades 

The figures in Table lOA show that only Grade 4C (the 

heterogeneous group) did not achieve a statistically sig-

nificant gain in reading ability, obtaining a Difference of 

• 04, an s.E. of .0564, and a Test of Significance of .75 • 

(the slow group) made the greatest gains with a Difference 

.26, an S.E. of .0451, and a Test of Significance or· 5.84. 

4A 

of 

4B 

" I II 
(the :f'ast group) had a Difference of .38, an s.E. of .0760, and 

a Test o:f' Significance of 4.99. There is no correlation o:r any 

1 significance between the I.Q.s of the groups and the. gains 

1 achieved. 
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READING AVERAGES - BOYS AND GIRLS 

Table 11. Comparison o:f Expected and Final Grade Equivalents 

.. 

I Group No. Mean Grade Equiv. Mean Di:ff. S.E. Sig. Expected Final 
I Boys 34 5.54 5.81 .27 .088 3.11-* 
I I Girls 52 5.56 5.94 .38 .076 4.9S* 

While Table 11 shows that both the boys and the girls 

II 
obtained highly statistically signi£icant gains, the girls had 1 

II 
I 

i 
II 

the greater · gain with a Difference of .38, an S.E. of .076, 

and a Test of Significance o£ 4.98. The boys achieved a di£

ference of .27, an s.E. of .088, and a Test of Significance of 

3.11. 

I 

SPELLING GA1NS - BOYS AND GIRLS 

Table 12A. Comparison of Expected and Final Grade Equivalents 

Group No. Mean Grade Equiv. Mean Diff. s.E. "Sig. Expected Final 
Boys 34 4.39 4.30 -.09 .057 -1.65 

Girls I 52 4.75 4.60 -.15 .048 : -3.12* 

1. Table 12B. Comparison of Initial and Final Raw Scores 

I Group No. Mean Raw Score Mean Diff. s.E. Sig. Initial Final I , 

I Boys 34 25.08 26.44 1.36 .071 1.91 

'I Girls I 52 29.42 29.94 .52 .062 .83 

:I 

II 
I 
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Tabl e 12A indicates that both the boys and the girls 
II 
11 had a loss in spelling with the girls having the greater loss~ 

The girls had a Difference of -.15, · an s.E. of .048, and_ a 

, highly statistically Test of Significance loss of -3.12. The 

boys had a smaller loss with a Difference of -.09, an S.E. of ' 

.057, and a Test of S1gn1~icance loss of -1.65. 

II 
I 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study was done to determine the effect or a program 

or word analysis by classirication devices for fourth grade 

pupils on the improvement of reading ability and the improve

ment of spelling ability. Eighty-six fourth grade children 

had twenty-five minute lessons in word classification daily 

for eight weeks. The children were tested before and after 

The analysis of data as based on grade equivalents in 

1 the preceding chapter may be summarized as follows: 

I. 

1. There was a highly statistically significant gain 

in vocabulary for all three classes~ and a highly 

statistically significant gain or 10.16 for all 

three grades combined. 

2. There was a statistically significant gain in 

comprehension for the high I.~. Grade 4B of 2.87. 

While the other two grade groups showed gains~ 

the gains were not statistically significant. 

3. There was a highly statistically significant gain 

in speed of reading for the low I.~. Grade 4A of 

4.54. Grade 4B 1 s gain (1.70) was not statistically 

significant and Grade 40 had a loss of -.43. 

Boston UniversitY; :~·t

Sc~oo1 of Education 
Library 
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4. There were highly statistically significant gains 

in a reading average (of the three reading skills 

tested) for Grades 4A and 4B of 6.13 and 4.34 

respectively. Grade 4C's gain of .96 was not sig

nificant. 

5. In spelling there were decreases rather than gains 

for all three groups with a highly statistically 

significant loss of -3.48 for all grades combined. 

6. The results of all the tests showed highly 

statistically significant gains for Grades 4A and 

4B of 5.84 and 4.99 respectively. Grade 40's gain 

of .75 was not statistically significant. 

7. Both the boys and the girls obtained highly 

statistically signif'icant gains with the girls 

achieving the greater gain of 4.98 to the boys' 

gain of 3.11. 

a. Both the boys and the girls had a loss in spelling 

with the girls having the greater loss of -3.12 to 

the boys' loss of -1.65. 

9. There is no correlation of any significance between 1 

the I.~.s of the groups and the amounts of gain or 

loss in any area. 

I 
I 52e 
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It should be noted that though some or the Grade 

Equivalent tables indicated a loss, the loss does not mean 

that there was no growth during the eight week experimental 

period. The Raw Score tables show that there was some growth 
II 
1
1 in all areas. 

J 
I 

However, the loss in the Grade Equivalent tables 

·I 

shows up in the Raw Score tables as growth, but less than the 

"normal" two months growth that was expected. 

It may be concluded then, that the use or a word 

classirication device produces statistically signiricant in

creases in reading. The surprising loss in spelling may be in 

part due to the large number (1,042) or words covered and a 

1 possible over-emphasis on finding the correct category ror 

each word. It also may be that had the correct listing on the 

reverse side or the lesson card been so arranged as to show the j 

words divided into syllables and accented syllables, more 

attention might have been given to the structural analysis of 

each word by the children. It remains ror ruture studies to 

investigate this latter more rully. 

,, 

II 

I 
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MODERN SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 

SKILLS EDITION - REVISED, FORM I 

Diagnostic Test in Spelling 

Grade 4 (Nos. 11-60) 

ll. 
12. 
13. 

I 14. 
15. 

I 16. 

1

17 .. 
! lB. 

19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 

11 27. 
I 28. 
!29. 
I 30. 
I 31. 

32. 

1

133. 

1

34. 
I 35. 

I 36. 
j 37. 
38. 

1! 39.· 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 

I 44. 
45. 
46. 

1 47. 
48. 

1

49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 

I 54. 
55. 
56. 

,I 57. 
I 58. 

'

59. 
60. 

along 
give 
dirty 
lazy 
pocket 
tooth 
buggy 
laugh 
middle 
thread 
orange 
mountain 
cabbage 
minutes 
shining 
soup 
unless 
real 
anybody 
bother 
cloak 
fou~t 
question 
taug};lt 
beauty 
expect 
guard 
languages 
valentine 
circle 
address 
disgrace 
fourteen 
hoping 
period 
weight 
blizzard 
diamond 
tough 
northern 
puzzle 
vegetable 
appeared 
complete 
democrat 
envy 
peculiar 
southern 
entered 
dispose 

He ran along the road. 
Please give me a drink. 
He has a dirty face. 
He was a lazy man. 
Put this in your pocket. 
Baby has a new tooth. 
He rides in a buggy. 
The joke made him laugh. 
He fell in the middle of the road. 
Sew it with thread. 
He ate an orange. 
He climbed the mountain. 
He grew a large cabbage. 
It is two minutes past ten. 
The star was shining. 
I like chicken soup. 
I'll go unless it rains. 
He is a real friend. 
I will go with anybody. 
Please don't bother me. 
He wore a huge cloak. 
He fou~t in all the battles. 
I wish to ask a question. 
She taught her class well. 
She possesses rare beauty. 
I expect a visitor. 
He will guard the gate. 
He speaks several l~uages. 
I sent Mary a valentine. 
He ran around the circle. 
I will address the envelope. 
He fell into disgrace. 
He is fourteen years old. 
I am hoping for the best. 
A sentenc. e ends with a period. 
He lifted a great weight. 
He was lost in a blizzard. 
It sparkles like a diamond. 
This meat is tough. 
See the northern lights. 
This is a difficult puzzle. 
He ordered vegetable soup. 
He appeared to be tired. 
I ordered a complete outfit. 
In politics, he is a democrat. 
Her dress was the envy of the class. 
He spoke in a peculiar voice. 
See the warm southern sun. 
The ship entered the channel. 
He could not dispose of his books. 

along 
give 
dirty 
lazy 
pocket 
tooth 
buggy 
laugh 
middle 
thread 
orange 
mountain 
cabbage 
minutes 
shining 
soup 
unless 
real . 
anybody 
bother 
cloak 
fought 
question 
taugl;l.t 
beauty 
expect 
guard 
languages 
valentine 
circle 
address 
disgrace 
fourteen 
hoping 
period 
weight 
blizzard 
diamond 
tough 
northern 
puzzle 
vegetable 
appeared 
complete 
democrat 
envy 
peculiar 
southern 
entered 
dispose 
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Grade 4 {Nos. 

'! 11. awake 
12. caught 

, 13. dusty 

1

14. lesson 
15. sleepy 
16. teeth 
17. danger 

1

18. heart 
I· 19. patch 
11 20. trick 
'1 21. saddle 
i 22. smoking 
1 2 3. fountain 
124. sitting 
:
1
25. loud 

,

1

26. since 
27. thousand 
28. sailor 

• 29. anyhow. 
1 30. breast 
31. clothes 
32. getting 
33. recite ,1 34. tongue 
35. bullet 
36. explain 

137. harbor 
38. nineteen 

1

39 . • telephone 
40. curtain 

1 
41 • breathe 
42. dispute 

,43. governor 
II 44. manager 

1
45. poison 
46. through 
47. carrot 

I
' 48. • daughter 
49. lemonade 

' 50. passenger 
51. quarrel 
52. stomach 

153. advertise 
1
54. continent 
55. earnest 
56. expenses 
57. occupied 
58. special 
59. cultivate 

enormous 

MODERN SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
SKILLS EDITION - REVISED, FORM II 

Diagnostic Test in Spelling 

11-60) 

He was wide awake. 
He caught a fish. 
The road is dusty. 
Did you learn your lesson? 
At night I get sleepy. 
Baby lias four teeth. 
He was in danger of' falling. 
Place your hand over your heart. 
His coat had a patch on it. 
It was a clever trick. 
Put the saddle on the horse. 
He was smoking a pipe. 
He will drink at the fountain. 
He is sitting in the chair. 
He spoke in a loud voice. 
It's been years since I saw you. 
It cost a thousand dollars. 
The sailor is on his ship. 
Anyhow, I did my best. 
The bird has a red breast. 
I must pack my clothes. 
It is getting very late. 
Mary will now recite her poem. 
Let the doctor see your tongue. 
The gun fires a bullet. 
I will explain the paragraph. 
The ship is in the harbor. 
He worked here for nineteen years. 
He made his report by telephone. 
She hung the curtain over the window. 
I like to breathe eo]d air. 
There was a dispute about the 
decision. 

The governor addressed the people. 
This is the office of the manager. 
The bottle contains poison. 
He walked through the gate. 
I will plant carrot seeds here. 
This girl is my daughter. 
Have a drink of' lemonade. 
The passenger entered the train. 
They engaged in a mild quarrel. 
I have a pain in my stomach. 
We advertise in the newspapers. 
Africa is a continent. 
He made an earnest plea. 
Estimate the expenses. 
We occupied the whole house. 
There is a special price today. 
Cultivate your garden carefully. 
He grew an enormous squash. 

awake 
caught 
dusty 
lesson 
sleepy 
teeth 
danger 
heart 
patch 
trick 
saddle 
smoking 
fountain 
sitting 
loud 
since 
thousand 
sailor 
anyhow 
breast 
clothes 
getting 
recite 
tongue 
bullet 
explain 
harbor 
nineteen 
telephone 
curtain 
breathe 
dispute 

governor 
manager 
poison 
through 
carrot 
daughter 
lemonade 
passenger 
quarrel 
stomach 
advertise 
continent 
earnest 
expenses 
occupied 
special 
cultivate 
enormous 
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DIRECTIONS TO EXAMINER 

Vocabulary Test: Read the directions at the beginning of the test with the pupill!l 
and make sure they know what to do. The pupils should be ·kept working 
vigorously, but they should have as much time as they need to try every 
exercise. From 20 to 30 minutes is usually enough. 

Level of Comprehension Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the 
test. If necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show 
how to underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils 
know what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! This is not 
a speed test. The pupils should have as much time as they need to read the 
material. Allow 30 minutes, more or less, as needed. Stop the test when all, or 
nearly all have finished. Let the very slow pupils finish by themselves. 

Speed of Reading Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the test. If 
necessary in the lower grades, put an example on <the board and show how to 
underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils know 
what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! Since this is a 
speed test, it is of utmost importance to allow exactly the right amount of 
time-10 minutes for grades 3, 4, 5, and 7 minutes for grades 6 and higher. 

Suggestions for Scoring: A scoring card is provided for each page in this booklet. 
Be sure you have the scoring card for the form you are using. Be sure the 
scoring card is correctly placed on the page. See Manual of Directions for 
further suggestions. 

For the Vocabulary Test and the Level of Comprehension Test the Raw Score ia 
the total Number of Exercises Correct minus one-fourth of the Number of Exercisea 
Wrong. 

For the Speed Test the Raw Score is the total Number of Exercises Correct. 

For the Accuracy of Reading Test, the Raw Score is determined by using the Table 
on page 13 of this test booklet. 

Use of Norms for Obtaining Age and Grade Scores: Tables of norms appear on 
pages 3 and 12 of this booklet. To use these norms, merely locate the pupil's 
raw score on the middle line opposite "Raw Score" and note, above this figure, 
the age score or norm and below it the grade score or norm. To use the table 
for evaluating Accuracy , which is given on page 12, first determine the pupil's 
grade score in the Speed of Reading Test; then by means of the table on page 
13 determine the percentage of exercises attempted which are correct in the 
Speed of Reading Test. Then locate this percentage under the "Grade" in the 
table nearest the pupil's grade score on the speed test. The rating appears in 
the first column (left side) of this table. The Manual illustrates the procedure" 

• 

• 



VOCABULARY 
Directions: Look at the first word in each line. Find another word in the same line_ which means the same 01' 

• nearly the same. Draw a line under this word. Read line A, then line B, then line C below to see the way to do i t , 

A. cat color book animal tree place 

B. stand eat fall down bird get up coming 

C. cold far bright sad small cool 

Now read each of the following lines and draw a line under the word which has the same mea:ning or nearly the 
same as the first word. Do as many as you can. 

1. blue food animal color song top 

2. big little large easy neat color 

3. run eat sing stop quick go fast sleep 

4.dog animal cloud color bird dress 

5. father fish paper land house man 

6. apple bird fruit place song day 

7;talk dig go make try speak 

8. bake suit cook cry hold find 

9.leap climb give swim jump send 

10.maid friend girl cow boy man 

11. mouse back catch animal tree friend 

• 12. mistress woman man sun star lose 

13. struck asked found hit sang bought 

14.meadow sky water trees barn land 

15.burden load lift broken send eat 

16. warmth taste to tell flag heat cold 

17. basin cup spoon rope table bowl 

18.cabin river cradle roof house grass 

19. location size place number color food 

20. defeat soldier beat demand decide dance 

21. retain give sell keep swear argue 

22. drowsy sleepy hurt funny sorry safe 

23. miracle toy wonder suit color place 

24. talent way time start skill tale 

25. adore fear fight try hate love 

• 26. falsehood gun string lie animal wet 

27. commence begin ask search end country 

28. publish start sing print eat paint 

• 29. haul fire pull hold tear tell 

30. conclusion count policy friend beginning ending 

Page 1 Turn the page and go right on 



VOCABULARY -Continued 

31. treaty agreement food toy roof song 

32. chart weapon snake reason map furniture 

33. hostile tired sick opposed open friendly 

34. sturdy kindly false friendly sick strong 

35. intimate far strong false close · distant 

36. bewail search find lament hold demand 

37.enrage start anger enter enlarge ask 

38.levy fence glass break please tax 

39. terrify frighten scorch make fall submit 

40. whisk call dig throw brush water 
~ 

41. trivial large small friendly mean soft 

42. ecstasy hurt fortune force jewel joy 

43. criticism insert judgment morality harmony purity 

44.agitate help hinder fortify stir up turn down 

45. hoist chemical ship liquid garment lift 

46. molest create abolish finish disturb mend 

(7. sheaves turtles bundles patches supports kindles 

48. impend startle hurry threaten accuse insist • 49. aristocrat nobleman police artist metal walker 

50. harass help annoy startle direct harness 

51. mortify kill smoke bury emban;ass scent 

52. villainy smooth artistry discovery town evil 

53. dauntless colorless brave stupid rich certain 

54. authoritative false reliable writer talkative tasteless 

55. discord harmony tied up clash missile discharge 

56. grapple sink lift diseover mend struggle 

57. impede hinder interest insert active attend 

58. scribe painter fighter native writer scrape 

59. wrathful wise angry friendly beautiful silly 

60. competence ability honesty mischief mistake friendly 

61. alder fish tree flower cloth vegetable • 
62.downy white heavy exp~nsive soft cheap 

63, flimsy sad hard frail cloth fact 

64. satiate soak color punish tease satisfy • 65. insanity heavy courage craziness orthodox deadly 

Page 2 Go right on to next pagfl 



VOCABULARY -Continued 

66. quaver attack squelch feed tremble retreat 

67.loam soil bank notes turn about catch food 

68. unlettered unsullied unfair boastful confused ignorant 

69. elegance confusion extravagance grace pomposity kindness 

70. misdemeanor mission distortion achievement discourse crime 

• 71. roundabout indi.rect parallel strong humble mean 

72. rectitude disease righteousness scaffold meeting charm 

73. maize confusion tree puzzle corn bluish 

74.jollity meanness hurry gullibility earnestness levity 

75. amethyst tree metal animal jewel large size 

76. secession withdrawal discourse disagreement meeting attack 

77. transcript cave copy career shipment ocean voyage 

78. armistice plaster cast insect truce truth trader 

79. confute fill up conquer disprove discharge disagree 

80. filch steal flee repair filter befriend 

81. cranium crater mineral element skull stone 

82. balustrade dance railing bombardment illness beach 

83. genealogy chemistry church river drainage lineage • 84. nutriment sand flower breeze food lecture 

85. insolvent bankrupt melting sickly intoxicated unjust 

Raw Score ................ "' 

Stop here and go back over your work 

NORMS FOR VOCABULARY TEST 

io j'o 'i "3 i ',; 
I ' 

Age 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 1Q- 1Q- 1o- 1o- 1o- 1o- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11 
norm 6 '7 7 8 9 10 0 0 1 3 3 4 4 5 5 8 9 10 1 3 5 7 8 10 0 2 4 5 6 8 10 11 ----- r~ 
Raw score ~~~~~i~ 6 6 7 8 0 10 1.f 12 13 f.l 1S 16 17 18 10 20 21 22 23 24. 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 M 18 ----- 1-
Grade 

2.5! 2 .6! 2.712 .812 .9 3 .0 3.1 3.1 3 .213.3 3.4 3.5 3 .5 3.6 3 .7 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.9 4 .0 4.1 4 .2 4.4 4.5 4 .7 norm 4.8 4 .9 5.0 5.2 5.4 5.5 5 .6 5 .7 5 .9 6.0 6.1 

Age 12- 12- 1 2- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12~ ,13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 15- 15-- 15- 15- 15- 15- 15- 15- 16- 16- 16- 16- 16 
norm 0 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 7 9 11 1 4 7 9 11 1 3 4 5 7 8 9 11 0 1 3 5 6 7 9 11 0 1 2 4 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-
Raw scOI'e 37 38 39 4.0 u 4.2 4.3 " 4,5 4.6 4.7 4.8 49 50 51 52 53 5-l 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 M 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 71 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-' Grade 10 10 10 10 10 10 

10] norm 6 .2 6.3· 6.4 6.4 6.5 6 .5 6 .6 6.7 6.8 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.6 7.8 8 .0 8 .2 8..4 ·8.5 8.6 8.7 8.8 8.9 9.0 9.2 9 .3 9 .4 9.5 9.7 9 .8 9 .9 .0 .2 .3 .4 .5 .7 .8 -•• 
Age 16- 16- 16- 16- 17- 17- 17- 17- .17- 17- 17- 18-
norm 7 9 11 11 0 1 4 5 7 8 10 1 

- - - - - - -- - - - - -
Raw score 1-l 75 76 77 78 711 80 81 82 83 84 85 

- - - - - - - - - - - - · 

j·~de 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12· 
.rm .9 .0 .2 .3 .4 .5 .7 .8 .9 .0 .2 .4 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION 

Directions: Read the paragraph. Note the blank spaces marked A and B. Note the lines of words marked A 
B under the paragraph. Draw a line under just one word in line A which makes the best sense when put in 
A. Draw a line under the one word in line B which belongs in blank B. 

Sample: Some dogs love the water. When they see a 
lake they love to---A-in and B around. 

A. eat 

B. climb 

bark 

swim 

jump 

chew 

sleep 

sing 

drink 

swing 

If a paragraph contains three blank spaces, the third one will be marked C and a row of words marked C will 
be given. Draw a line under the word which belongs in blank C, just as you did for A and B. Be sure to do the 
paragraphs in the order 1, 2, 3, etc., in which they are numbered. 

1. One day Gray Kitten said to his mother, "I am a 
big kitten now. Big kittens need meat." That night he 
would not drink his--A-. He cried for some 
____B __ to eat. 

A. milk 

B. milk 

meat 

wood 

hat 
eggs 

chair 

mother 

cake 

meat 

2. Bunny was a pet rabbit. He was white. He had 
long pink ears and a very funny pink nose. He 
wiggled his---A-when he smelled B 
for supper. 

A. feet 

B. food 

hat 

paper 

coat 

pen 

fur 

chalk 

nose 

trees 

3. "Just the day to fly my kite," said Dick. Up, up, 
up into the blue sky went Dick's kite. But the wind 
was so---A-that Dick could not____B __ the 
kite. Away it went. 

A. cold 

B. ride 

red 

sit 

hot 

hold 

strong 

watch 

stale 

eat 

4. Robert got a toy dump truck for Christmas. 
Then it began to snow. Robert said it was fun to fill 
the dump truck wit~rom the walk and 
dump it into the B 

A. grass 

B. sky 

flowers 

street 

snow 

trees 

salt 

walk 

sand 

school 

5. A park in the city is a good place to play. Mary 
goes to one every day. She has fun on the swings and 
the slides. She would like to swing as___A__as 
the tree B 

A. low 

B. ground 

A. sky 

B. killed 

little 

trunk 

house 

cooked 

fast 

wood 

store 

spanked 

slow 

tops 

barn 

hitched 

high 

bark 

pump 

milked 

7. The queen ant lays almost all the eggs. She lays 
the worker eggs first and then the new queen eggs. 
The worker ants grow up and bring in food. Also, they 
__A___for the new queen B 

A. write 

B. babies 

care 

workers 

catch 

crown 
sing 

drones 

fly 

flies 

8. The brown creeper hunts for food in the bark of 
trees. He starts at the bottom of the tree. He ~It 
creeps round and round and up until he reaches the 
---A-. Can you see how he gets his____B __ ? 

A. bottom bark 

B. size name 

roots 

color 

top 

feathers 

soil 

bill 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION-Continued 

9. The hummingbird has a long sharp-pointed bill. 
•F It thrusts this bill into 1lowers to get honey. To stay 
-. up in the air it beats its wings so rapidly that they 

sound like the_A____of a tiny__B __ , 

A. hum scratch bark grit grind I 
B. dog book lion horse motor . 

1111_.~-----------------\ 
.. " h. 10. The mountain peoplE~ of Lapland wander sout m 

the winter. In the summer they go north and pasture 

herds of reindeer far up on the mountains. Also, they 
make cheese to_A_with them when cold 
__B __ comes. 

A. take steal 
B. reindeer weather 

find make 
mountains water 

dig 
food 

11. Maple trees usually grow tall and bushy with 
rounded tops. The branches of elms are graceful and 
slender. Oaks spread out and their trunks are 
thick. You can recognize many _A_by their 
__B __ , 

A. bushes 
B. shape 

flowers 
color 

people 
perfume 

trees 
noise 

leaves 
talk 

• 12. People have had ways of "telling time" for hun
•• dreds of years. They have watched the shadows fall 

on a sundial. They have measured time by sand 
pouring through an "hourglass." Today we have 
~un by__B __ . 

A. hourglasses sundials shadows 

B. electricity steam sun 

toys 
stars 

clocks 
wind 

15. The buttonwood, or sycamore, tree has strange 
white patches on its trunk and limbs. This tree con
tinuously sheds its thin outer bark. Look for a syca
more along a stream. Its_A_must have plenty 
of B 

A. flowers 
B. water 

roots 
sugar · 

seeds 
sun 

fruit 
wind 

grapes 
thunder 

16. Salmon are fish that live in the ocean. Once every 
year they leave the ocean and travel far up a river 
to lay their eggs. Summer is a good time to_A_____ 
salmon in the river because thousands of them go up 
the B then. 

A. watch 
B. ocean 

catch 
trees 

clean 
chimneys 

tie 
stairs 

work 
stream 

17. A strange insect lives in the garden. There are 
hooks on its arms with which it catches other insects. 
This creature is called the "praying mantis." It looks 
as if it were_A__when it sits with its forelegs 
__B __ waiting for food. 

A. eating 
B. broken 

playing 
extended 

sleeping 
gone 

praying 
removed 

hooking I 
dirty 

I 

18. In a Mexican "patio" a mother grinds meal to 
make food. The father mends shoes or turns a pottery 
wheel while the children play with their pets. 
Thus the patio becomes the_A_____of Mexican 
__B __ life. 

1 
13. When the circus is in winter quarters, wagons I 1 

must be painted, tents repaired, and young animals ~ A. end center change result point 1 

trained to do tricks. If you could see behind~the scenes B. field animal old family varied I 

;~a:e :o~!t!~d the_A_a very__B __ ~-r -1-9.-W-h-en_w_e_h-av_e_a_n_a_m_p_l_e_s_u_p_p-ly_o_f_s_u_g_a_r_a_t_a_b_o~u' -~t~~ 
A. winter wagons trucks tricks circus \i five cents a pound, it is hard to realize that sugar was 
B. busy mean blue cold hot l once a rare luxury. It is thought that in India man 

1-----------------------.......i first learned to take sugar from the juice of the sugar 

14. Underground tunnels lead to the doors of a mole's 

t 
house. T~~se tunn~ls are called "~uns." It IS said that 

· a mole visits all his runs every six hours. If he went 
through a.___A__at six o'clock in the morning, he 
would go through it again at __B __ o'clock. 

I A. air water sleep run dinner 
~ B. six twelve three four ten 

cane_A_. The Chinese learned about it and 
later the Arabs and Persians began to R 

sugar cane. Little by little, other people __ c _ _ 
to do the same. 

A. tree 
B. grow 
C. fought 

flower 
burn 
sold 

root 
bury 
learned 

stalk 
weed 
scorned 

branch 
realize 
ate 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION-Continued 

r-;. Land on which good crops are to be raised con
sist s of approximately a foot of topsoil with at least 
five to eight feet of subsoil. It is this subsoil which 
holds the moisture and supplies the roots with 
_A_. Most hilltops do not make good agri
cultural land because they do not have much 
_ _ B __ . Hundreds of years ago the icecaps 
scraped the hilltops _ _ c __ . 
A. water 

B. sun 

C. friends 

sunlight 

stone 

green 

snow 

subsoil 

above 

dirt 

grain 

under 

air 

rain 

bare 

21. Normal "air pressure" is about sixteen pounds to 
the square inch. If the air pressure is less than six
t een, you feel lightheaded and dizzy. If the air pres
sure is more than sixteen, the whole world seems to 
be pressing down and trying to suffocate you. Air 
pressure is something that you _ _ A__in all the 
time and yet never B unless it is suddenly 
__ c_ 
A. die 

B. notice 

, C. washed 

guess 

eat 

changed 

live 

drink 

hurt 

cook remark 

ask smell 

burned released 

22. Long before paper was invented Roman children 
wrote on wax tablets in school. Two or three of these 
tablets were strung together with cords, making a 
kind of book. The_A_was done with a stylus, 

; a small steel rod sharpened at one_B __ . 

A. sewing 

B. middle 

singing 

end 

learning 

front 

writing 

back 

stealing 

side 

23. Wireless telephones have been installed so it is 
now possible to talk to persons traveling on trains, 
on ocean liners, and in foreign lands. The next step in 
communication is television, making it possible to 
_A_the person with whom you are_B __ . 

A. hit see imagine pretend taste 

B. eating hearing thinking talking walking 

i 

24. In the early days in New England there were very ~ 

few amusements or entertainments. The singing 
schools were almost as popular as the movies are 
today. Singing_A_were usually held in school-
houses and only B in private houses. 

A. bazars fairs 

B. often never 

schools 

usually 

bees 

first 

movies 

occasionally 

25. It is never wise to send cash in a letter through +l 
the mail. It seems especially foolish, since for a few 
cents we can buy a postal money order. Go to your 
nearest post office and buy a money order for the 
exact amount you wish to_A_. Mail this slip I 
of paper. The person to whom you send it can go to the 
_B __ in his city and get the __ c __ . 4t 
A. spend 

B. fireman 

C. cash 

sell 
policeman 

change 

send lose 

postmaster mayor 

postage difference 

find 

lawyer 

mail 

26. Our Navy has established a flying field at sea. 
Some battleships have become airplane carriers with 
as many as seventy or eighty airplanes carried on deck 
or stowed below. The planes may take off from the 
deck, only a few seconds apart. When they are ready 
to return they fly_A_to the ship, slow down, 
and at a B__from an officer, drop down on the 
__ c __ . 

A. ahead far under close above 
B. signal look dinner question rate 

C. sails winch hatchway rails deck 

27. A hundred years ago the main street of any vil
lage presented quite a different picture from what it 
does today. Pigs were fed in troughs in front of many 
of the houses. Woodpiles were stacked here and ther e. 
After a rain, ducks and geese wandered about and 
bathed in the pools, since the __ A__itself be
came a muddy _ _ B _ _ . 

A. house pig 

B. pile . village 

cow 

brook 

street 

picture 

trough 

stack 

28. There are two schools of thought as to the history 
and origin of Lowestoft porcelain. Some, because of 
its pearly tint, believe that it was actually made in the 
Far East and only decorated in England. Others think 
that the whole_A_was carried on in England. I 
A man named Rose in the factory in England signed 
his work by painting roses in his____B __ . Such -4J 
roses are never found on__C __ china. 

A. profit porcelain process 

B. tints factory thought 

C. English Oriental old 

school 

color 

new 

origin 

designs 

pearly 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION-Continued 

29. During the Middle Ages it was customary for the 
~f bishop to visit all the nunneries in his diocese at 

regular intervals during the year. His clerk always 
accompanied him. The prioress and the nuns re
ceived the bishop, who preached a sermon in their 

1.. _A____and then proceeded to interview them. 
~""Great books in which the B wrote his 

__ c __ are still in existence today. 

A. nunnery park 
B. pope nun 
C. telegrams books 

diocese 
clel'k 
bills 

hamlet station 
bishop prioress 
memoirs reports 

30. The school system in the United States is main
tained by public taxes and is, therefore, free to all 

1 w'ho attend. Each community has practically com
. plete authority over its __ A__schools. While the 
l 
• 

state has some voice, the _ __B __ government exer-
I 
I 

cises almost no __ c __ , 
A. foreign local private paid united 

B. federal union public systematic formal 
C. aid taxes bodies control rebuttal 

•• 31. New inventions are constantly upsetting standard 
~., devices and accepted practices. Even the science of 

warfare is not exempt. Someone experimenting in a 
laboratory far behind the lines may __ A__over
night the best-laid plans of a general at the front. The 
longest-range guns are___B __ if the enemy can 

' manage to exterminate the __ c __ , 
A. invent offer proceed 
B. nervous useless sold 
C. enemy war devices 

destroy 
divided 

remain 
exempt 

practices gunners 

32. The Egyptian made little use of the principle of 
the arch. This does not indicate unawareness of its 
existence. They preferred __ A__roofs for their 
temples, but cut___B __ ceilings in their rock-
hewn tombs. 

A. arched soft 
B. flat square 

flat 
white 

old 
broken 

tin 
arched 

33. On the basis of certain security and a definite 
rate of interest, a bank makes a variety of loans. Pro
vided that an individual has unquestionable credit, 
it is possible to secure a loan on the personal note of 
the borrower signed only by _.A__, The more 
usual type of note, however, bears the name of a co
maker. Thus a second individual -also makes himself 
___B__for the payment of the __ c __ , 
A. law 
B. liable 
C. bank 

himself 
possible 
premium 

ink pencil 
secure content 
borrower loan 

mother 
escape 
letter 

34. Only in the last few hundred years has great 
progress been achieved in the work of understanding 
nature and utilizing its forces for human good. Be
fore that time man's discoveries were mostly the 
_A____of luck or accident, with great gaps of 
time between them. What has been accomplished by 
analyzing and experimenting bids fair to assure man
kind an even greater__B __ in the __ c __ , 

A. decision cruelty 
B. nature gaps 
C. past future 

experiment result 
accident human 
present years 

science 
control 
tribute 

35. No matter what the present success in straight
ening out_A____and harmonizing conflicts, it is 
certain that problems will recur in the future in a new 
form or on a different_B __ , Indeed every genu
ine accomplishment, instead of winding up an affair 
and enclosing it as a jewel in a casket for future 
contemplation, __ c __ the practical situation. It 
effects a new distribution of energies which have 
henceforth to be employed in ways for which past 
experience gives no exact_n __ , 

A. roads articles difficulties lines surveys 
B. plane taste country price complicates 
C. solves expands authorizes simplifies authority 
D. charge instruction handicap change dream 

Stop here and go back over your w.ork Raw Score ...... ..... ... ... , 

• 
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SPEED TEST 

Directions: Read these paragraphs. Draw a line under the word which best answers the question. Draw a line under 
one word only. Do the exercises as rapidly as you can without making errors. 

Sample: The sun is warm in summer. Boys and girls 
like to swim and play games on the grass. When do 
we get very hot days? 

winter spring 

1. The bird bath was in a cool nook in the garden. 
Ferns and moss grew around it. An old tree cast long 
shadows across it. What would bathe there? 

birds children cats bats 

summer fall 

8. The parlor car on the train had chairs and foot
stools in it. There were lamps to read by and a desk 
at which to write letters. What did it look like? 

barn street room engine 

• 

r-·· ··-------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------~ 
2. The holly tree grows best in the South. It has 

shiny green leaves and bright red berries. It is much 
used at Christmas time. What kind of tree is it? 

ugly pretty pink poor 

3. A bear puts his paw deep down into a hollow tree. 
Up comes a lump of golden honey made by the wild 
bees. How does the lump of honey taste? 

bad sour sweet hot 

4. A frozen river between two mountains is called 
a glacier. It does not melt even in summer. How mm;t 
the air around it feel? 

mild cold hot balmy 

5. Have you ever caught an eel? This fish looks like 
a snake because it is long and thin and has almost no 
fins. What does an eel look like? 

frog lobster stump snake 

6. There was a scream from the siren and the huge 
red fire engine roared down the street. The firemen 
looked for smoke. They were going to a 

fair parade circus fire 

7. This animal is often called the "king of the 
beasts." When other animals hear his terrible roar 
they flee to the jungle. What animal is this? 

horse lion monkey lamb 

9. Mary washed the dishes for her mother. She made 
the beds and dusted the parlor. What kind of girl do 
you think Mary was? 

lazy helpful silly selfish 

10. Tommy watched his sailboat. The wind carried 
it awa:y from shore. He wondered if he would ever 
see it again. How do you think he felt? 

happy worried gay wise 

11. The man's coat was torn and ragged. His hat was 
old. His shirt had no collar and his shoes had holes in 
them. How was he dl'essed? 

poorly well nicely richly 

12. Tap, tap, tap! That noise is Mr. Woodpecker peck
ing the bark of a tree. He is looking for grubs to eat. 
How do you think he feels? 

unhappy hungry noisy angry 

13. A blue jay will chase a cat out of a tree where it 
has a nest. It will fly at the cat, and chatter and peck 
until the cat climbs down. The blue jay· is 

cowardly brave huge yellow 

14. "Red roses, Sir? Only five cents apiece!" she said. 
The man glanced at the little old lady. "I'll buy them 
all," he said. What kind of man was this? 

greedy stingy kind sick 

-
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SPEED TEST-Continued 

15. The doorbell rang. A voice called, "Mary! Mary! 
Here's a special delivery letter for you. Come and sign 
my book." Whose voice was it? 

fireman policeman storekeeper mailman 

16. A compass is a small instrument. It is used to 
11t' draw a perfect circle. If you wanted to draw a per

fect ly round ball, what would you use? 

-

knife compass thermometer book 

17. The light flashed. Then it went out. It flashed 
again, warning sailors that there were rocks ahead. 
Where do you think the light came from? 

lighthouse airplane fire engine candle 

18. One of the earliest signs of spring is the crocus. 
Sometimes its tiny blue and white and yellow blossoms 
open before the snow has melted. What is a crocus? 

flower flag bird star 

19. Robert saw a man drop a dollar. The man walked 
away. Robert picked up the dollar and ran after him. 

41t What kind of boy was Robert? 

honest mean sly stingy 

20. "Gutta-percha" is something like rubber. It comes 
from a tree. It softens in warm water. It gets hard 
again when cold. What is it like? 

water trees wire rubber 

21. Doors closed with a bang. Bells rang and wheels 
ground their way over the tracks. The subway train 
plunged forward into the dark tunnel. This ride was 

cold noisy slow quiet 

22. A kangaroo has powerful hind legs. It can cover 
a long distance in one jump. The mother kangaroo 
carries her babies in a pouch. What is a kangaroo? 

bird fish animal plant 

23. Crows always fly in a straight line. It may be 
longer by road to a certain place, but "as the crow 

slowly straight str.ong short 

l 24. The smooth, even strokes of the man at the oars 
I took the boat across the blue water. He quickly 
I 

reached the island. What was he doing? 

rowing wading swimming running 

25. Dorothy made a Christmas tree for the birds. She 
tied baskets of bread crumbs, seeds, and suet on the 
tree. What kind of person was she? 

silly stingy kind grateful 

26. Silk comes from tiny worms. They feed on mul
berry leaves. These worms spin a thread and wrap it 
around their bodies. What makes silk? 

wood glass thread worms 

27. The fiber from the stem of the flax plant makes 
strong linen thread. This is woven into cloth. What 
part of the plant does the linen come from? 

roots flowers stems leaves 

28. Leaves fall in the autumn. Snow comes in the 
winter. The plants lie under these thick covers until 
spring. What do the leaves and snow make? 

a cover cloud Christmas hair 

29. Robin Redbreast is one of the farmer's helpers. 
Every year he eats the worms that would injure 
plants. What kind of bird is Robin? 

harmful nuisance helpful quarrelsome 

30. Long ago people traveled west in covered wagons, 
drawn by horses or oxen. Wild animals and Indians 
were feared every mile of the way. Such a trip was 

dangerous pleasant short easy 

31. In 1492 Columbus took ten weeks to cross the 
Atlantic. Great ocean liners cross it now in five days. 
How would you describe Columbus's trip? 

quick fast hot slow 

32. The Organ Man played his tunes and his monkey 
danced and danced. At the end of the day the monkey 
could hardly lift his paws. How did he feel? 

fine tired fresh happy 
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SPEED TEST-Continued 

33. The most beautiful singer of our feathered friends 
is the nightingale. He flies to a tall tree and pours out 
his song. What is the nightingale? 

duck boy fly bird 

34. In Colonial times the housewife baked her bread 
in a Dutch oven. This was built at the side of the fire
place. Instead of a Dutch oven, most people now use a 

chair wagon stove table 

l 

I 42. Chickadees like pine trees. On a snowy day in 
, winter they will often make a good meal of the seeds 

in the pine cones. How do they feel then? 

satisfied sorry afraid angry 

43. Cold winter days ahead! The chipmunk fills his_. 
cheek pouches with food. Off he goes to his store-"!!IJ 
house. The chipmunk is putting away food for 

winter fun money yesterday 

--------------------------------------------l--------------------------------------------1 
35. If a ship is in trouble in the daytime, she flies her 
signal flags. At night, she sends up a rocket. What 
would she fly in the middle of the day? 

rockets birds flags high 

44. Long ago there lived a bird called the ' ~dodo." It 
belonged to the pigeon family, but it could not fly. 
What was the dodo unable to do? 

sing walk eat fly 

~----------------------------------------------1-------------------------------------------------

36. "Polly wants a cracker !" screamed the big green 
parrot. Mary came with his cracker. What can a par
rot do that most other birds cannot do? 

eat fly talk claw 

45. Lawn croquet is a game played with wooden balls 
and mallets. The balls are knocked through wire 
arches. What kind of thing is croquet? 

lawn game bird ball 

·--------------------------------------------l--------------------------------------------1 
37. On the table was a roast turkey with cranberry 
sauce. There were also ears of yellow corn, pumpkin 
pies, and apple cider. For what was this table r eady? 

games sale wood dinner 

38. One hot sunny morning the farmer cut his hay. 
He raked it into low rows to dry. He will bring the 
hay into the barn when it is 

burned wet dry damp 

39. A guitar is a musical instrument with a long neck. 
It has six strings which are plucked with the fingers. 
What does one make with a guitar? 

music speeches dresses breakfast 

40. The corn was cut and stacked. All over the field 
lay the big yellow pumpkins. The boys chose the big
gest for their party. When was it? 

Hallowe'en Christmas Easter New Year's 

41. Fireflies are tiny insects which give off light from 
their bodies. Sometimes there are hundreds in the 
garden at night. What do fireflies look like? 

dirt flashes clouds darkness 

46. Every year a deer loses his antlers. New ones 
grow. He loses one antler at a time. How do you think 
he looks with one antler gone? 

queer hot old angry 

47. In some countries people drink goats' milk. The 
milkman stops his goats at the door. You can buy as 
much as you want. What do goats furnish? 

milk meat wool cotton 

48. Snowshoes help you to walk over the snow. They 
are broad and fiat. You will not break through the icy 
crust easily. Snowshoes help us when the snow is 

melted frozen dirty gone 

49. Sometimes a green spot is found in the sandy 
desert. This is an oasis. Trees, grass, vines, and fruit 
grow there. What must there be to make an oasis? 

mountains animals water douds 

50. In olden days before there woere any electric rna-
chines, cloth was carefully woven by hand on a loom. 
What kind of process do you think this was? 

fast slow dirty heavy 

•• 
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SPEED TEST----.[;ontinued 

I 51. The seagull's wings carry him long distances. He 
.can follow the ships for days. When food is thrown on 

the water, he dives swiftly for it. What is a seagull? 

bat fish bird ship 

The "China Clipper" is a flying ship. It carries 
le and mail. It flies very swiftly across the ocean. 
t do you think the "China Clipper" is? 

airplane bird train fish 

53. Grapefruit look something like large yellow 
oranges. They are very juicy and rather bitter. They 
are good to eat. What do you think they are? 

meat nuts fish fruit 

54. The snow fell in great lazy flakes that soon cov
ered the ground like a blanket. Tom got out his leg
gings and overshoes. It was very cold. It was now 

spring winter summer fall 

55. Billy made a bird house for the wrens. The wren 
is a very small bird, so he made a little hole, which 4- was no bigger than a quarter, for the door. The wren is 

cranky big little crazy 

56. When the sun goes down behind the barn, the 
little balls of yellow fluff run to nestle under Mother 
Hen's warm wings. What do you think they are? 

children goats rabbits chick~ 

57. Three goldfish with long feathery fins swam 
round and round in Tim's fish bowl. How long do you 
think one of these fish was? 

three inches a foot two feet a yard l 

58. A note is fastened to the carrier pigeon's leg. He 
spreads his strong wings and quickly carries the mes
sage home. What is the pigeon doing then? 

swimming dancing flying walking 

59. Christmas was only a week away. "How can I earn 
enough to buy presents?" Dick asked himself. What 
was it that Dick needed before Christmas time? 

bicycle food money honey 

60. The garden spider spins a strong cobweb from 
bush to bush. In it he catches other insects for his 
supper. What do you think the spider is? 

fly bird sparrow insect 

61. Lucy had a quarter to spend. She bought Sally a 
china doll. Sally had no toys to play with. What kind 
of girl was Lucy? 

poor kind tardy selfish 

62. A little scratch on the skin of an orange may 
cause it to spoil. That is why men who pick oranges 
wear gloves. How should oranges be handled? 

roughly quickly carefully badly 

63. Wool clipped from the backs of sheep is made into 
yarn. From this yarn is woven warm cloth. What do 
you think wool comes from? 

sheep cattle yam plants 

64. Apple cider is good to drink. It is mad~ by press
i,ng the juice from the apples. When the apples are 
ripe, how will the cider taste? 

bitter salty sweet peppery 

Stop here Raw Score ................. . 

• 
• 
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NORMS FOR COMPREHENSION, SPEED, AND ACCURACY 
COMPREHENSION 

Age 7- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 9- 9- 9-9-9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- ·~~ norm 10 0 1 3 5 6 6 7 8 8 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 0 0 1 1 1 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 8 8 8 9 9 10 
--- ---- ------ ---

~~ Raw score 0 1 2 3 "' 6 o 7 8 o ro u u ll u M Ul 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2<l 26 26 27 28 211 30 31 32 33 34 
--- ---------- - --

Grade 
2 .5 2.6 2.7 2 .8 2 .9 3.0 3.0 3. 1 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.3 3 .3 3.3 3.4 3.4 3 .4 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.6 3 .6 3.7 3 .7 3 .7 3.8 3.8 3.9 3 .9 4.0 4 .0 4.0 4.1 4.1 4 .2 4 .2 4 r ' 

norm 

-- " 
Age 14- 15- 15- 15- 15- 16- 16- 16- 17- 17- 1 
norm 111359 0 4 9 1 8 

- ---- ---
Raw score 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 

- - - - - - - - - -
Grade 10 10 10 11 11 12 
norm 9 .2 9.4 9 .5 9 .7 .0 .3 .7 .0 .5 .0 

I 

SPEED-10 minutes (Continued tm nftt line) 

Age 6- 7- 7- 7-17- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 11- 11-
norm 10 0 1 1 2 3 5 6 8 9 10 0 1 3 4 5 5 6 7 9 10 0 1 4 8 9 10 0 1 3 4 5 7 8 10 0 2 

- -- - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
No. correct 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4.0[: 

- - -1- •- - - - - - -
Grade 

4.414.514.6 norm 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.9 2 .0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2 .8 2 .9 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.3 3 .4 3 .5 3.6 3.8 4.2 4.3 4 .7 4.8 4.9 5.0 5.2 5.4 

Age 11- 11- 11- 12-112- 112- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 115- 15- 15- 15- 16-
norm 5 8 10 0 1 3 5 7 8 9 10 11 0 3 4 7 9 11 1 4 7 9 11 1 4 6 9 1 

No. correct 37 38 s; 40 -:u-1'4; 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 60 61 52 63 54 55 ' 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 

6.0:6.31: :18.8 

-
Grade 10 10 
norm 5.6 5.8 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.0 7.1 7.2 7.3 7 .5 7.6 7.8 8 .0 8.2 8 .4 9.0 9.2 9.4 9.6 9.8 .0 .4 

• 
SPEED-7 minutes (Continued on 7lnt line) 
I -

Age 6- 7- 7- 7- 7- 17- 7- 7- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 10- 10- 10- 10- 10- 11- 11- 11- 11- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 13- 13- 13- 13-
norm 10 1 2 3 4 5 8 10 0 1 5 6 8 10 0 1 4 8 9 0 3 4 7 10 0 4 6 10 0 3 5 9 11 1 3 5 7 

- - -
No. correct 0 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 .15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 

- -:1: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - : t: 7.~J· 7.; 1 · 7.41~ 
- - · 

Grade 
norm . 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.2 3.4 3 .5 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.1 4.3 4 .5 4.6 4.8 5.0 5.2 5.5 5.7 6.0 6.2 7.7 7.8 

Age 13- 13- 14- 14- 14- 15- 15- 15- 16- 16- 16- 17- 17- 17- 17- 17- 17- 17- 17- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18-
norm 9 11 3 5 9 1 6 11 3 9 11 0 1 3 4 5 7 8 10 1 3 5 7 8 8 + 8+ 8+ 8+ 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
No. correct 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Grade 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 
norm 8.0 8.2 8.5 8.7 9.0 9.4 9.8 .2 .6 .0 .2 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 .9 .0 + + + + 

ACCURACY SCORES (Percentages of Exercises Correct) 

I to.o-Grade 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 <l.5 5.0 6.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 11.0 12.9 

Vl 
(!) 

V.High 85-100 90-100 93- 100 95-100 98-100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
:z; 

IDgh 72- 84 so- 89 85- 92 91- 94 93- 97 95-98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 ..... 

~ Medium 48- 71 63- 79 76- 84 87- 90 89- 92 91-94 93-97 95-97 96-97 97 97 97 97 97 

Low 32- 47 45- 62 60- 75 1 75- 86 80- 88 84-90 87-92 89-94 90-95 91-96 93-96 94-96 95-96 95-96 

V.Low 0- 31 o- 44 0- 59 o- 74 o- 79 0-83 0-86 Q-88 0-89 0- 90 Q-92 0-93 Q-94 D-94 • 
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PERCENTAGE TABLE FOR COMPUTING ACCURACY SCORES 

NUMBER OF EXERCISES A'ITEMPI'ED 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3~1 31 32 33 34 351 36 37 38 39 40, 41 42 43 44 45, 46 47 48 49 50, 51 52 53 54 55, 56 57 58 59 so/ s1 62 63 64 

2 9 9 9 8 8 8 
3 14 14 13 13 12 12 11 II 

4 19 18 17 17 16 15 15 14 14 

5 24 23 22 21 20 19 19 18 17 16 

6 29 27 26 25 24 23 22 22 21 2!) 19 
7 33 32 30 29 28 27 26 26 24 2:! 22 21 20 
8 38 36 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 2'1 26 25 24 23 

- 9 •13 41 39 37 36 35 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 
10 48 45 43 42 ·10 39 37 36 34 3:1 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 • 
11 52 50 47 46 44 42 41 39 38 37 35 34 33 32 31 30 30 29 28 
12 57 54 52 50 48 46 44 42 41 40 39 38 36 35 34 33 32 32 31 30 
13 62 59 56 55 52 50 48 46 44 4:1 42 41 39 38 37 36 35 34 34 33 32 
14 67 63 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 47 45 44 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 
15 71 68 65 63 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 

16 76 72 69 67 64 62 60 58 55 5" ,. 52 50 48 47 46 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 

17 81 77 73 71 68 65 63 62 59 5j 55 54 51 50 48 47 46 45 44 43 41 40 39 38 37 36 

18 86 81 78 75 72 69 67 64 62 6(1 59 57 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 39 

19 91 86 82 79 76 73 70 68 65 63 62 60 58 56 54 52 51 50 49 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 39 39 

20 95 90 86 83 80 77 74 71 69 67 65 63 61 59 57 55 54 53 51 50 4U 48 46 45 44 43 42 41 41 

21 100 95 90 87 84 81 78 75 72 79 68 66 64 62 60 58 57 56 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 43 43 42 41 

22 100 95 92 88 85 81 79 76 74 72 69 67 64 63 61 59 58 56 55 54 52 51 50 49 48 46 45 45 44 43 42 41 

23 100 96 92 88 85 83 79 77 75 72 70 68 66 64 62 61 59 58 56 54 33 52 51 50 48 47 47 46 45 44 43 42 

24 100 96 92 89 86 83 80 78 76 73 70 68 66 65 64 61 60 59 57 56 55 5·1 52 51 f 9 49 48 47 46 45 44 43 

25 100 96 93 89 86 83 81 79 76 73 71 69 68 66 64 63 61 59 58 56 56 54 52 51 51 50 49 48 47 46 45 44 

26100 96 94 89 87 85 82 79 76 74 72 70 68 66 65 63 61 60 59 58 56 55 54 53 52 50 50 49 48 47 46 45 44 J '0 100 96 93 90 88 85 82 79 77 75 73 71 69 68 66 64 63 61 60 58 57 56 55 54 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 46 45 

28 100 96 94 91 88 85 •82 80 77 76 74 72 70 68 66 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 

29 100 97 94 91 88 85 83 80 78 76 74 72 70 68 67 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 

30 100 98 95 91 88 86 83 81 79 77 75 73 71 70 68 66 65 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 
-----

31 100 98 94 91 89 86 84 82 80 78 76 73 72 70 69 67 65 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 &1 50 50 49 
32 100 97 04 01 88 86 8·1 82 80 77 75 74 72 71 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 50 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 
33 100 97 94 91 89 87 85 83 80 78 76 74 73 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 55 54 53 52 51 
34 100 97 94 92 90 87 85 83 81 79 77 75 73 72 70 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 53 
35 100 97 95 93 89 87 86 84 81 79 77 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 • E-4 36 100 97 95 92 90 88 86 84 82 80 78 76 74 73 72 70 69 67 66 65 <H 63 62 61 60 59 58 5i 56 

0 37 100 97 94 93 90 88 86 84 82 80 78 76 75 74 72 71 69 68 67 66 65 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 
1=1 
~ 38 100 97 95 92 90 88 86 84 82 81 78 77 76 74 73 71 70 69 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 ~9 
~ 

?9 100 98 95 92 90 88 86 84 83 80 79 78 76 75 73 72 70 69 68 67 66 65 63 62 61 60 e 
0 4(l 100 97 94 92 90 89 87 85 22 81 so 78 76 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 66 65 64 63 ti~ 

"' 1=1 I 
"' 0 41 100 97 95 92 91 89 87 84 83 82 80 78 77 75 74 73 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 
~ 42 100 97 95 93 91 89 86 86 84 82 80 79 77 76 75 73 72 71 70 68 67 66 65 
~ 43 100 97 96 93 91 89 88 86 84 82 81 79 78 7U 75 74 72 71 70 69 68 67 
1=1 44 100 98 95 93 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 80 78 77 75 74 73 72 70 69 68 
r-. 

100 97 96 94 88 86 84 83 81 80 78 77 76 75 0 45 92 90 73 72 71 70 
~ 
1=1 46100 98 96 94 02 90 88 86 85 83 82 80 79 77 76 75 P'l 74 73 71 
::. 47 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 87 85 83 82 81 79 78 77 75 74 73 p 
z 48 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 87 85 84 82 81 80 78 77 76 75 

49 100 98 96 9•1 92 90 89 87 85 84 83 81 80 79 77 76 
50 100 98 96 94 92 90 89 87 86 84 63 81 80 79 78 r ~ .. ~ .. 91 89 87 86 85 83 82 80 79 

5 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 86 85 63 82 80 
53 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 88 86 85 84 82 
54 100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 85 84 
55 100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 85 

561100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 
57 100 98 96 95 93 91 90 89 
58 100 98 96 95 93 92 90 
59 100 98 96 95 93 92 

• 60 100 98 96 95 93 

61 100 98 96 95 
62 100 98 96 
63 100 98 
64 100 

• 
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DffiECTIONS TO EXAMINER 

Vocabulary Test: Read the directions at the beginning of the test with the pupilB 
and make sure they know what to do. The pupils should be kept working 
vigorousiy, but they should have as much time as they need to try every 
exercise. From 20 to 30 minutes is usually enough. 

Level of Comprehension Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the 
test. If necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show 
how to underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils 
know what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! This is not 
a spp•,d test. The pupils should have as much time as they need to read the 
mate .. ial. Allow 30 minutes, more or less, as needed. Stop the test when all, or 
nearly all have finished. Let the very slow pupils finish by themselves. 

Speed of Reading Test: Read aloud the dir-ections at the beginning of the test. If 
necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show how to 
underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils know 
what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! Since this is a 
speed test, it is of utmost importance to allow exactly the right amount of 
time-10 minutes for grades 3, 4, 5, and 7 minutes for grades 6 and higher. 

S uggestions for Sco1·ing: A scoring card is provided for each page in this booklet. 
Be sure you have the scoring card for the form you are using. Be sure the 
scoring card is correctly placed on the page. See Manual of Directions foi' 
further suggestions. 

For the Vocabulary Test and the Level of Comprehension Test _ the Raw Score is 
the total Number of Exercises Correct minus one-fourth of the Number of Exercises 
Wrong. 

For the Speed Test the Raw Score is the total Number of Exercises Correct. 

For the Accuracy of Reading Test, the Raw Score is determined by using the Table 
on page 13 of this test booklet. 

Use of Norms for Obtaining Age and Grade Scores: Tables of norms appear on 
pages 3 and 12 of this booklet. To use these norms, merely locate the pupil's 
raw score on the middle line opposite "Raw Score" and note, above this figure, 
the age score or norm and below it the grade score or norm. To use the table 
for evaluating Accuracy, which is given on page 12, first determine the pupil's 
grade score in the Speed of Reading Test; then by means of the table on page 
13 determine the percentage of exercises attempted which are correct in the 
Speed of Reading Test. Then locate this percentage under the "Grade" in the 
table nearest the pupil's grade score on the speed test. The rating appears in 
the first column (left side) of this table. The Manual illustrates the procedure. 
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VOCABl.JLAR Y 

Directions: Look at the first word in each line. Find another word in the same line which means the same or 
• nearly the same. Draw a line under this word. Read line A, then line B, then line C below to see the way to do it. 

• 

• 

·-
• 

A. cat 

B. stand 

C. cold 

color 

eat 

far 

book 

fall down 

bright 

animal 

bird 

sad 

tree 

get up 

small 

place 

coming 

cool 

Now read each of the following lines and draw a line under the word which has the same meaning or nearly the 
same as the first word. Do as many as you can. 

1. red 

2. rabbit 

3. mother 

4. stop 

5.cow 

6. orange 

7. little 

8. shower 

9. walk 

10. pole 

11. feast 

12.knock 

13.float 

14. shoot 

15.arose 

16.fled 

17. lane 

18. slain 

19. disaster 

20.overhead 

21. transport 

22. circular 

23.gap 

24. splendor 

25.yell 

26. bashful 

27. overcome 

28. youthful 

29.bravery 

30. colonel 

man 

back 

candy 

sing 

animal 

animal 

big 

free 

wait 

tree 

13eed 

sing 

fell 

fire 

sat down 

hurt 

cook 

killed 

find 

under 

hold 

round 

grasp 

poor 

paint 

shy 

play 

friendly 

order 

officer 

bird 

catch 

barn 

sleep 

shy 

fruit 

small 

coat 

sing 

horse 

eat 

kind 

stay up 

feel 

got up 

punish 

flower 

praised 

shot 

hat 

search 

sail 

groan 

near 

eat 

short 

fear 

zestful 

place 

medicine 

color 

animal 

sun 

fly fast 

red 

ocean 

tall 

flower 

try 

pet 

friend 

hit 

fall down 

fence 

flower 

swim 

path 

cleaned 

ruin 

sweet 

mail 

news 

opening 

glory 

dream 

bold 

cut 

harmful 

weather 

harness 

Page 1 

song 

tree 

tree 

stand still 

fish 

song 

fine 

grass 

find 

stick 

run 

throw 

find out 

flee 

~erve 

ran 

fence 

cooked 

fence 

above 

carry 

place 

house 

light 

sigh 

brave 

go to 

young 

courage 

poetry 

go 

friend 

woman 

run 

coat 

night 

sweet 

rain 

go 

book 

sell 

march 

walk 

find 

find 

still 

start 

cried 

object 

beside 

sail 

food 

color 

field 

shout 

cheap 

win 

old 

fear 

disease 

Turn the page and go rigid on 



VOCABULARY -Continued 

31. murderer father doctor witch sugar killer 

32. dome fish roof floor bird talk 

33. strife winding fight love pay ask 

34. notify scold sue injure befriend tell 

35. scour scold scrub lie sell jump 

• 36.comment sing sell remark force conquer 

37. frightful funny terrible pretty afraid joyful 

38.persist injure claim sew demand continue 

39. portal door roof person country singer 

40. vanquish search run away offer defeat urge 

41. quell nurse crush insist befriend close 

~2. outstretch injure hurried offer break extend 

43.annex fortune add carriage beseech notify 

44. authentic beautiful happy horrible true better 

45.mane host find hold hair tell 

46. flaw float charge cement press fault 

47. meager much soil little brown many 

48. swerve chop out getup circle turn aside fall down • 49. vehicle engine carriage medicine pertion gloat 

50. pew hurt tool seat injury stunt 

51. chastise punish praise accuse insist augment 

52. doleful quart sad drug fast happy 

53. malady celebration sin storm sickness failure 

54. symptom success sermon place amount sign 

55. uncommon plain rare numerous uncover useful 

56. conscientious careless faithful stupid harmless certain 

57. deadlock sickness injured blocked padlock patent 

58. elude evening music accuse praise escape 

59. indolent lazy selfish crazy indecent eager 

GO. revoke reveal tear down drink repeal vote 

• 61. tumultuous wise noisy friendly sickly silly 

62. bountiful generous founded hardened peaceful precious 

63. dahlia fish flower tree cloth vegetable 

64. desertion dryness abundant coming leaving finding • 65. heartfelt sad hard sincere cloth fast 

Page 2 Go right on to next page 



VOCABULARY -Continued 

66. mutinous high noisy silent metal rebellivus 

67. spinster unmarried cloth driver soldier part of ship 

68. avalanche gale waterfall landslide tornado scolding 

69. negligent very wise careless extr avagant dishonest cour t eous 

70. pilfer find invent sweeten st eal sell 

71. flay whip auction dismay harbor derelict 

72. defray deceive car r iage pay conduct paint 

73. penal medical illiterate boastful athlete criminal 

74.gamer goose gather farm classify beseech 

75. carousal flight argument stealing r evel r evolution 

76. insignia battleship payment secretary badge insurance 

77. lethargy apathy wild animal inheritance debt liveliness 

78. animation st rength bravery liveliness mercy intelligent 

79.buoyancy swelling meanness lightness truthfulness solidity 

80. insatiate unsatisfied intolerable disrespectful hurried harmless 

81. projectile pill mountain str eam bullet liquid 

82. amalgamate cook combine pound distr ust attack 

83. debilitate build plant float farm weaken 

• 84. inundate smother curse mash flood repair 

85. cor pulent fat haughty serene energetic relent 

Raw Score .................. 

Stop h er e and go back over your work 

NORMS FOR VOCABULARY TEST 

Age 7- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 9- 9- 9- 9- !>- !>- !>- 1>- 9- 9- 9- 9- Ill>- lo-- lo-- to-- lQ-- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11-~ norm 10 0 1 3 5 6 7 7 8 9 10 0 0 1 3 3 4 4 5 5 8 9 10 1 3 5 7 8 10 0 2 4 5 6 8 lOll ----------------------1-- -
Raw score 0 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 D W ll U ~ U 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 3!1 35 36 - - - ------ ----------------
Grade 

2 .5 2.6 2.7 2 .8 2 .9 3.0 3.1 3 .1 3 .2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.8 3 .8 3.9 3.0 4.0 4.1 4.2 4. 4 .5 4.7 4 .8 4 .9 5.0 5 .2 5.4 norm 5.5 5 .6 5 .7 5 .9 6.0 6.1 

Age 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 15- 15- 15- 15- 15- 15- 15- 15- 16- 16- 16- l(l- l(l-
norm 0 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 7 9 11 1 4 7 9 11 1 3 4 5 7 8 9 11 0 1 3 5 6 7 9 H 0 1 2 4 5 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-
Raw score "31 38 39 to u 42 i3 4! 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 62 53 54. 55 56 57 58 ji9 60 61 62 63 6i 65 66 67 68 60 70 71 72 71 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-
Grade 10 10 10 10 10 10 10. 
n orm 6 .2 6.3 6.4 6 .4 6.5 6.5 6.6 6.7 6 .8 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.6 7 .8 8.0 8.2 8.4 8.5 8.6 8 .7 8.8 8 .9 9 .0 9 .2 9.3 9.4 9 .5 9.7 9.8 9 .9 .0 .2 .3 .4 .5 .7 .8 .... . 1. 
Age 16- l(j - 16-,16- 17- 17- 17- 17- 17- 17- 17- 18-
norm 7 9 1l 11 0 1 4 5 7 8 10 1 

- - - - - - - - - - - -
Raw score 14 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 8! 85 

- - - llrU - - - - - - :-
Grade 10 ;H 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 

~~rm .9 .0 .2 .3 .4 .5 .7 .8 .9 .0 .2 .4 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION 

Directions: Read the paragraph. Note the blank spaces marked A and B. Note the lines of words marked A and 
B under the paragraph. Draw a line under just one word in line A which makes the best sense when put in 
A. Draw a line under the one word in line B which belongs in blank B. 

Sample: Some dogs love the water. When they see a 
lake they love to_A__in and B around. 

A. eat bark 

B. climb swim 

jump 

chew 

sleep 

sing 

drink 

swing 

If a paragraph contains three blank spaces, the third one will be marked C and a row of words marked C will 

be given. Draw a line under the word which belongs in blank C, just as you did for A and B. Be sure to do the 

paragraphs in the order 1, 2, 3, etc., in which they are numbered. 

1. Baby was a year old. He could walk but all he 
could say was. "Ma-ma." His mother made a little 
cake for him. She showed him the A and 
baby said, __ Bu-

A. lamp 

B. dog 

cake 

candle 

candle 

mama 

plate 

birthday 

pan 

baby 

2. Gray Squirrel lived in the woods. He worked 
hard in the fall. Every day he gathered nuts. He hid 
them in a hole. When the_A_came, he had 
____B __ to eat. 

A. winter 

B. holes 

boat 

shells 

leaves 

food 

train 

days 

squirrels 

wood 

3. Bob had a new pair of roller skates. He put them 
on and started to skate. Down he went! He tried again 
and down he went. He soon found that--A-was 
notso____B __ . 

A. walking 

B. stupid 

running 

funny 

hiking 

tasty 

sliding 

ugly 

skating 

easy 

4. Father made a playhouse for the boys. He built 
it of wood. He cut four windows and a door in it. 
"Now," he said, "we need A for the windows . 
and B___for the floor." 

A. glass 

n. lace 

food 

straw 

trees 

blankets 

rocks 

boards 

cement 

glass 

5. Tom lived on a farm. Every morning he fed the 
pigs. The new baby pigs soon learned to know Tom. 
They began to_A____as soon as they saw him 
____B __ . 

A. crow bark 

B. coming sleeping 

grunt 

flying 

speak 

crowing 

mew 

singing 

6. At first the colt stayed by his mother. Then he • • 
ran around the field. He soon learned that lying on 
the A and kicking his____B__in the air 
was great fun. 

A. table 

B. feet 

roof 

head 

tree 

tail 

water 

field 
grass 

mother 

7. Country boys and girls are used to the sound of 
crickets. During hot weather in August the crickets 
sing day and night. They are not harmful little crea-· 
tures and the chirping song they __ A__is rather 

~--· 
A. eat 

B. harmful 

roll slide 

dangerous silly 

sing 

hot 

fly 

pleasant 

8. A queer kind of bee is the "leaf-cutter'' bee. He ..ill. 
visits rosebushes and bites a leaf as you would take "'lll 
a bite out of a cookie. He rolls up these pieces of rose 
_____A___and lines his ____B __ with them. 

A. petal 

B. nest 

stem 

yard 

foot 

root 

thorn 

sting 

leaf 

buzz A~ 

Page 4 Go right on to next page 



LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION-Continueli 

9. Hens lay more eggs in light places than in dark. 
It was found that hens would lay at night if the elec
tric lights were turned on. Some farmers say that this 
tires the_A___. They will not let them work 
twenty-four B a day. 

A. farmer wires chickens hens eggs 
B. times minutes days seconds hours 

10. Cowboys work on big ranches in the West. A cow
boy is in the saddle most of the day. He rides around 
looking for stray horses or cattle. The__A_ 
must not be allowed to get B 

A. ranches cattle 
B. well wet 

nest 
up 

trees 
lost 

saddles 
food 

15. Bread is sometimes baked out of d<llors in brick 
ovens. A fire is built inside the oven. When it is hot, 
the coals are pulled out. Pans of_A___placed in 
the oven are B in an hour. 

A. meat milk cake fruit bread 
B. baked boiled roasted fried stewed 

16. Farmers feed soy beans to their animals. Soy 
beans are also used in making plaster, buttons, and 
steering wheels for automobiles. Oil from soy beans 
is used in making paint and ink. A plant with such a 
variety of_A___is of great B 

A. time energy uses space taste 
size value ' B. loss height depth 

11. Polar bears are lucky. If it were not for their coats - -~ -~------------------------1 
of white fur they would easily be seen by Eskimo 17. A new type of "covered wagon" goes west today. 
hunters. As it is, they can climb up on a mound of It goes no-rth and south and east as well. This is the 
_A___and look like a B trailer. Some trailers are sim~le and ineArpensive, but 

A. coal 
B. peanut 

ice 
snowball 

dirt 
baseball 

sugar dough 
Esldmo cat 

12. The longest bridge in the world was opened in 
1937. It runs from Oakland to San Francisco, Cali
fornia. It took three years to build it. The bridge is 
so high above the water thaL___.A_can pass 
____B_it. 

A. water 
B. over 

mountains battleships air 
under around above 

horses 
into 

13. Sea turtles never go on land except when they lay 
their eggs. They dig a deep hole and lay their eggs in 
the sand. The babies hatch out and soon__A__ 
down to the B 

A. crawl 
B. sand 

dance 
salt 

float 
sun 

swim 
bushes 

fly 
water 

14. Nowadays we find houses made of concrete blocks 
with steel frames. Large sections of the walls are 
made of a new kind of structural glass. If the early 
homemakers of America could see these__A_ 
houses, they would be B 

A. mod·ern 
B. sorry 

antique early 
surprised ugly 

old 
worried 

silly 

angry 

others contain two rooms and are equipped with 
electric lights, hot and cold water, iceboxes, and 
radios. In fact, this____A______on wheels may be as 
_n __ as its owner wishes. 

A. garage 
B. old 

home 
ugly 

barn statien 
complete hot 

shop 
empty 

l,.~-------------1 
18. If you should ever lose your way in the woeds, you 
can find your direction by the aid of a big tree. Ex
amine the bark. It is usually damp and mossy on the 
north side and light ancL_A._on the B 

A. damp 
B. right 

off 

left 

shaggy 
east 

torn 
south 

dry 

west 

19. There are no .ears on a frog's head that we can 
see. This does not mean, however, that he cannot 
hear. A short distance behind each eye are two holes, 
inside of which is an inner ear. Beyond this is the 
middle ear. In this ear___A_is carried by a 
special B to the brain where the __ c __ 
is actually done. 

A. sight sound light smells feeling 
B. trunk messenger police bleod nerve 
C. coughing smelling seeing hearing touching 

Pag~ !; Turn. the page and go right on 



LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION-Continued 

20. Light waves travel faster than sound waves. If 
you are close to a firecracker that is being shot off, 
you will see a flash of light and hear a noise almost 
at the same time. But the_A__you go from the 
firecracker, the great er the difference there will be 
between the time you B the flash and the 
time you hear the __ c __ of the explosion. 

A. closer nearer sooner farther warmer 
n. hear see set stop want 
C. sound music light heat fire 

21. Man has not yet guessed all the secrets of the 
past. Ages ago there lived in Asia 1\!Iinor a tribe of 
people known as the Hittites. They no longer exist 
but they have left behind monuments, tombs, and 
sphinxes covered with mysterious writing. No one 
has as yet discovered the_A__to unlock these 
strange symbols and so the messages they___B __ 
remain buried in the past of this forgotten__C __ . 

A. tale 
B. sent 
C. person 

key 
said 
man 

number 
telegraphed 
tribe 

sign 
sang 
living 

token 
wrote 
cousin 

22. The papyrus plant grew along the banks of the 
Nile· River. The ancient Egyptians cooked and ate it 
as a food. They drank its sweet juice. They wove 
its stems into cloth and paper. No wonder they 
_A__this B__friend! 

A. burned hated cultivated killed neglected 
B. useless pretty stolen valuable ugly 

23. The fi·rst cable laid across the Atlantic Ocean was 
made of copper wires twisted together, and covered 
with a ceating of rubber, tarred rope, and twisted steel 
wires. tn spite of this waterproof_A__, the salt 
water______B __ into the cable in a few weeks. 

A. glass diet 
E. enlarged ate 

cov-ering 
multiplied 

direction cul'J;ent 
twisted coated 

24. Long ago people were called to chH.rch by the beat
ing of a drum. The drummer was chosen in the town 
meeting and paid for his job. The dolefuL__A__ 
of the drnm was the beginning of a long service in a 
cold B 

A. sound 
B. winter 

sight size 
church town 

place 
house 

look 
ground 

25. For more than fifty years it has been possible to 
send letters via "special delivery." This means that 
if, in addition to the usual postage, a certain stamp is 
attached to a letter it will be delivered immediately 
upon its arrival at the Post Office to which it is ad
dressed. A special_____._<\ __ takes the letter to the 
one to whom it is addressed. A dime buys the 
___B_for this __ c __ . 
A. reporter 
n. stamp 
C. song 

message 
letter 
train 

call 
charge 
ink 

messenger radio 
toll rate 
service dollar 

26. Rain was an important factor in the first flight 
across the English Channel in 1909. Bleriot, a French
man, made the crossing from France to England in a 
small monoplane. About the time he was halfway 
over, his engine became overheated and he feared it 
would stop. As the rain began to fall, the engine 
cooled and the_A__continued on its way to the 
___B __ shore. The flight was a __ c __ , 
A. dirigible airplane biplane automobile gyro 
B. French American Swiss English Spanish 
C. failure doubtful question dream success 

27. The old-fashioned village doctor making his calls 
on horseback, with saddlebags full of giant pills and 
rare herbs, belongs to the past. Next to the minister 
he was held in the highest respect. He was kind and 
cheerful and a __ A__to persons of all ages. The 
whole town always mourned his B 

A. pest . 
B. death 

nuisance 
corning 

comfort 
pills 

menace 
calling 

joke 
riding 

28. Christmas Eve cheer was drunk in England in the 
eighteenth century out of the famous "posset-pot." 
Into a spicy drink the hostess dropped her wedding 
ring and a silver shilling. Each guest had a turn to 
__ A__. It was believed that the one who found 
the B would soon be married, and that the 
one who got the coin would have good__C __ . 
Many people still own posset-pots which have been 
handed down in their families. 

A. dance drink eat skate dine 
B. coin silver pot bee ring 
C. cheer weather fish day luck 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION-Continued 

29. In line with the removal of adulterated goods from 
the markets is the attempt to abolish the one-time 
popular "quack medicines." In spite of the fact that 
such "medicines" may contain only harmless ingredi
ents, they are being sold under false pretenses. The 

_A__should be protected against wasting his 
money foolishly as well as against endangering his 
_B __ by not consulting a reputable __ c __ . 

A. doctor consumer quack enemy paymaster 

B. money time energy health friends 

C. quack doctor engineer officer student 

30. In every country a small group concerns itself 
with the affairs of the government. The vast majority 
cares little about public affairs. This does not mean 
that the minority always rules the __ A_, be
cause unless the minority considers the__B __ of 
the majority, the latter may set up new __ c __ . 

minority king 

wishes 

codes 

tastes 

stakes 

business 

housing 

rulers 

affairs majority 

rules complaints 

signals concerns 

struggle between modern civilization and 
tribal custom has been well demonstrated in the 
administration of the Indian reservations. Once the 
right to tribal existence was allowed, problems arose. 
The government has found it very _A__ to per
mit a B society to exist in the midst of a 
highly __ c __ one. 

A. easy 

B. new 

C. old 

lonely 

primitive 

tribal 

queer 

strange 

Indian 

odd unwise 

struggle problem 

coarse complex 

32. The Norman Conquest had a strong influence on 
English architecture. For example, it is probable that 
timber was used by the early English in building 
churches. But after the __ A_invasion, such 
buildings began to be__B __ of stone. 

A. English Norman Saxon Danish Roman 

B. destroyed influenced used arched constructed 

33. Some persons believe that profit-sharing draws 
the employers and employees closer together when 
the incomes of both depend upon the amount of the 
profits. It speeds up the output of the worker and 
encourages him to take . a greater interest in the 
__ A_. An addition to his B enables 
him to achieve a higher standard of living. Above all, 
a friendly atmosphere_·_ c __ the likelihood of 
strikes and lockouts. 

A. fun 

B. salary 

concerts 

house 

C. increases hardens 

concern 

work 

softens 

vacations speed 

time output 

lessens gives 

34. The qualities of ambition and perseverance found 
in individuals depend somewhat upon the number of 
their wants and the possibility of satisfying them. 
These qualities are often absent when individuals 
have no control over economic goods. They are likely 
to be present when there is no_A__to acquisi
tion. A balance is__B __ when an effort is made 
to preserve __ c __ of opportunity. 

A. time space limit score 1·eport 

B. achieved accounted reduced dependent sold 

C. qualities apsence wants equality goods 

35. Every important satisfaction of an old want cre
ates a new one; and this new want has to enter upon 
an experimental_A_to find its satisfaction. 
Judged from the side of what has gone before, 
achievement always settles s"omething. Judged from 
the side of what comes after, it complicates, introEl.uc
ing new B and unsettling factors. There is 
something pitifully juvenile in the idea that __ c 
__means a definite sum of accomplishment which 
will D __ stay done. 

A. train certainty adventure article community 
B. problems expenses dreams appetites languages 
C. honesty war taste progress revolution 

D. not forever nobly cheaply intimately 

. 
Stop here and go back over your work Raw Score ... .... ........ ... . 

' 
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SPEED TEST 

Directions: Read these paragraphs. Draw a line under the word which best answers the question. Draw a line under 
one word only. Do the exercises as rapidly as you can without making errors. . , 

Sample: 'lhe sun is warm in summer. Boys and girls 
like to swim and play games on the grass. When do 
we get very hot days? 

winter spring 

1. Mary was walking in the snow. She pulled her 
coat closer but the wind blew the icy snow against 
her face. What kind of day was it? 

pleasant warm tiresome cold 

2. They were pretty, red woolen mittens. They were 
sure to keep out the snow. How do you think they 
would feel in the winter time? 

cold heavy warm wet 

3. They wiggled their pink noses and sniffed lettuce. 
Their long ears were fiat against their heads as they 
slipped into the garden. What animals were these? 

lions tigers dogs rabbits 

4. The flying squirrel can make very long leaps. It 
has folds of skin between its front legs and hind 
legs. What can this squirrel do best? 

leap run walk eat 

· 5. After the storm the children made a snow man. 
They gave him a hat and a pipe. When the sun came 
out it got warm and the snow man 

froze melted burned scorched 

6. Did you ever scratch the back of a pig? He loves 
it. Rub his back and shoulders with a board and listen 
to him grunt. How does he feel? 

sad lonesome happy sorry 

7. A deep-sea diver wears a helmet over his head. 
It has glass windows in front of the eyes and a tube for 
air. What does the helmet keep out? 

light air water dirt 

summer fall 

8. At night when all is still, a cat can hear tiny 
creatures moving. She can also see quite well on a 
dark night. What can see quite well on a dark night? 

boy girl cat man 

9. The blue roadster was in the ditch. The wrecking 
car got it out again with just one pull. What do you 
think the wrecking car had to be? 

beautiful strong old light 

10. A woodchuck dig.s a deep hole for a house. 
leaves a pile of dirt outside his 
does the dirt come from? 

rocks trees hole water 

11. James brought out a rake, a hoe, a spade, and a 
sprinkling can. What do you think James was going 
to do with these tools? 

garden sing shoot fight 

12. Since Lindbergh crossed the ocean in his plane, 
many other pilots have done the same thing. What 
do you think all these men can do well? 

swim fly fish sing 

13. Round and round the bowl the goldfish swam. Into 
his little stone castle and out through the seaweed he 
went. What does the goldfish do best? 

swim sing jump dance 

14. Could you eat a bowl of rice with two little sticks? 
A Chinese child uses his "chopsticks" just as well as 
you do a spoon. What do we use instead of chopsticks? 

bowls rice cups spoons 

• 
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SPEED TEST-Continued 

15. "Stop!" says the red light, "Wait!" says the yel~ 
low, and "Go!" says t he green. What must you do 
when you see these traffic signals? 

laugh obey run cry 

16. "Romba" had a . long trunk and two fine ivory 
tusks, and she was very large. She was pleased when 
people at the circus clapped. What was Romba? 

alligator mouse elephant monkey 

! 24. At night huge electric signs make Broadway a 
~ fairyland of light and color. This is one of the most 
l famous streets in the world. How does it look? 

dull noisy bright dark 

I 

signals ch]dren buildings rocks 

17. Stand in the middle of the kitchen of a dining ~ 26. Indians moved from place to place. They lived in 
car. You can reach to the stove, the icebox, the cup~ tepees made of poles with buffalo skins stretched 
boards, and the sink. This kitchen is 

small huge large medium 

18. There was a great storm at sea. The fisherman's 
wife peered out over the rough waters. Her husband's 
boat was not in sight. How did she feel? 

sad hot happy angry 

19. "Carrier pigeons" are trained to fly home. If they 
are taken away they always fly back. Messages are 

• often tied to their legs. What bird carries a message? 

peacock pigeon pheasant robin 

20. St. Bernard dogs live in the mountains of Switzer~ 
land. They are trained to hunt for travelers lost in the 
snowdrifts. These dogs are very 

red afraid brave small 

21. Long ago men lived in caves. They rolled stones 
in front of their caves at night to keep eut the wild 
animals. How did the animals make them feel? 

afraid hot . happy costly 

22. "Bran" is made from the outer layer of wheat 
grains. Bran is brown. If it is used in making bread, 
we get brown bread. What does bran make the bread? 

across. Such houses were light and easy to 

eat move bury leave 

27. The sloth is an animal with hooks instead of feet. 
It can't really walk, but it can travel miles in the trees. 
What does the sloth like best? 

plains fire mountains forests 

28. The farmer sows the wheat seed. The miller 
grinds the wheat into flour. The baker bakes the flour 
into bread. From what is most of our bread made? 

soil powder wheat miller 

29. Maple sugar comes from the sap of the tree. This 
sap is collected in the spring and is boiled into sugar. 
From what tree does this sugar come? 

elm maple magnolia· apple 

30. The camel can go for days without food or water. 
He can carry a load a long distance. In what kind of 
country can camels travel better than other animals? 

wet dry cold foreign 

31. The anteater has no teeth. Instead, it has a long 
sticky tongue, which darts out and catches ants. What 
does this animal do best? · 

~r-----w __ h_it_e _______ f_r_es_h _______ c_r_u_s_tY _______ b_r_o_w_n ______ 
1 

______ c_h_e_w ______ w_·_te __________ I_ic_k __________ cu_·_m_h ____ ~ 

23. Mary burst into tears. She had broken her favorite 
doll, Annabelle. Mary's mother came out with a pot 
of glue. What was she going to do to the doll? 

mend break burn sew 

32. The dormouse belongs to the squirrel family. It : 
is larger than a rat. It lives on nuts and sleeps all 
winter. What animal is it most like? 

mouse squirrel horse pig 
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SPEED TEST-Continued 

3a. A sloop is a small boat which carries two sails. 
The large sail is called the "mainsail" and the small 
one, the "jib" sail. What is a sloop? 

boat sail deck jib 

34. It is fun to have a clambake. Go down to the shore 
at low tide. Take a buck€t and a shovel. What do you I 
dig in to find the clams? 1 

sand plants woods buckets 

35. In the robin's nest were four blue eggs. A gray 
cat crept across the lawn. How did the robin feel 
when she saw the cat coming? 

happy safe cold frightened 

36. Th(l eriole hangs her nest on the limb of a tree. 
The wind can rock the baby birds to sleep. What do 
you think this nest is like? 

rock cradle leaf chair 

37. Mary lunched in the dining car. It was fun to see 
1 farms, animals, and even towns go flying by. What 

did the train do while Mary ate? 

stopped moved wrecked burned 

38. Bobby brought goldfish to the school aquarium. 
Billy brought fantails with black spots. Mary brought 
seaweed and shells. What live in an aquarium? 

birds . flies worms fish 

39. They placed the scarecrow on a long pole in, the 
cornfield to scare away the crows. What would the 
crows do when they saw th is funny man? 

eat fly away stop sleep 

40. A bird called the flamingo always lives near the 
water. It has long legs and a long neck. The long neck 
helps the flamingo to 

jump fish run hide 

41. One fourth of a British penny is called a "farth
ing." This is a very small coin. How many farthings 
does it take to make a penny? 

four fourteen two one 

42. The fang of a rattlesnake is a long sharp teeth. 
There is poison in this fang. That is why a rattle
snake's bite is harmful. The fang is 

harmless dangerous pretty strong 

43. A "solar eclipse" means that the moon passes be
tween the sun and the earth. If the moon shuts out 
the sun, how will the sky look? 

dark pale shining 

44. A dolphin is about seven feet long. It changes to 
brilliant colors when it leaps out of its water home. 
What do you think a dolphin is? 

fish bird mermaid frog 

45. The mother cuckoo bird lays her eggs in other 
birds' nests. The eggs are hatched for her. What kind 
of bird is the cuckoo? 

kind generous tiny lazy 

46. The French people ga·ve the Americans the Statue 
of Liberty. It stands in New York harbor today. What 
country did it come from? 

New York America France Liberia 

4 7. Henry discovered the nest of a wild bird. When 
the mother came home she flew at Henry, shrieking 
and scolding. This bird was 

amused happy tame angry 

48. Molly was a Jersey. She had a beautiful coat of 
tan and sad brown eyes. She won the blue ribbon for 
having the richest milk. Molly was a 

cat colt cow goat 

49. It t ells you what is happening in your city. It 
gives you the weather r eport. It is made of paper. It 
is printed every day. What is it? 

newspaper book radio telegram 

50. The dachshund is a hound. He has four short legs, 
a long nose and tail and a very long body for a dog! 
What is a dachshund? 

dog monkey horse donkey 

fa -
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SPEED TEST -Continued 

51. Th'e policeman's whistle blew suddenly. He held 
up his hand. All the cars stopped. What did the police-

4 ~ man use to bring the traffic to a stop? 

I 

•• 

light whistle car gun 

52. In olden days men carried swords in the right 
hand. Today we shake hands with our right hands to 
show that we are not enemies, but that we are really 

animals swords enemies friends 

53. A bird has a little oil pocket on his back. From it 
he squeezes out a waterproof dressing for his feath
ers. What does the bird put on his feathers? 

oil water sand soil 

54. A bell rang with a shri11 sound. Mary ran to the 
telephone and put the receiver to her ear. What do 
you think was the first thing she said? 

good-by hello come in no 

55. The trapdoor spider builds her home in the 
ground. It is lined with silk cobwebs and has a little 
door that opens. The trapdoor spider is a good 

buyer builder singer cook 

56. Mary was two blocks away when the school bell 
rang. She ran fast but all the children had gone in
side before she reached the door. What was Mary? 

early late sleepy dead 

57. "Creeping Charlie" is the name of a pretty green 
vine. It grows in window boxes and hanging basket s. 
What do you think "Creeping Charlie" is ? 

stone bug man plant 

' 

58. Pussy crept toward the mouse hole on soft padded 
feet. She was hungry. She watched the mouse hole for 
a long time. What was she waiting for? 

train dog mouse hole 

59. Ohio is an Indian word which means "Beautiful 
River." Many of our states have Indian names. From 
what language do we get the word Ohio? 

Italian Spanish English Indian 

6Q. John turned a little knob on the side of the box. 
A voice said suddenly, "This is Station XYZ broad
casting." What do you think was in the box? 

telephone radio box boy 

61. Jim fastened one end of the rope to Rover's collar. 
The other end he tied to the porch. Rover howled and 
cried. How do you think Rover felt? 

hungry silly · unhappy glad 

62. The Empire State Building is the world's tallest 
building. It has 102 stories. From the top of it you 
can see for many miles on a clear day. This building is 

tall short small soft 

63. When cold weather comes, the frog dives down to 
the bottom of the pond. There he sleeps, buried in the 
mud, until spring. How does he spend the winter? 

traveling talking sleeping working 

64. A frog's skin is smooth and bare. It must be kept 
moist or the frog will die. He is happiest at the edge 
of the pond. What does he need most? 

water salt clothes spices 

Stop here Raw Score ................ ~ 

• 
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NORMS FOR COMPREHENSION, SPEED, AND ACCURACY 
COMPREHENSION 

Age 7- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- ~~~~~li norm 10 0 1 3 5 6 6 7 8 8 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 0 0 1 1 1 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 8 8 89910100 
---- ------------ ---------

Raw score 0 1 2 3 4 () 6 7 8 9 10 11 u 13 u 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31323334.§ 
---- ------------ ---------

Grade 
2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.2· 3.2 3.3 3.3 3 .3 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.7 3 .8 3.8 3.9 3.9 4.0 4 .0 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.3 norm 

I 

H-~· Age 1Q- 1Q-1Q-1Q-1Q-1Q- 1Q- 1Q- 1Q- 1Q- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 14- 14- 14-
norm 1 3 3 4 5 7 8 10 10 11 0 1 4 5 6 8 10 11 0 2 3 5 8 9 11 0 1 3 4 7 9 10 0 3 5 8 9 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-
Raw score 37 38 39 40 u 42 43 « 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 M ()() 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 6!1, 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-

Grade 
4.4 4.5 4.5 4.6 4.7 4 .8 4.9 5.0 5.0 5.1 5 .2 5.3 5.5 5.6 5 .7 5.8 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.4 6 .5 6.7 6.9 7 .0 7.2 7.3 7.4 7 .5 7.6 7.8 8.0 8.1 8.3 8.5 8 .7 8 .9 9.0 norm 

i Age 14- 15- 15- 15-- 15- 16- 16- 16- 17- 17-
1 norm 11 1 3 5 9 0 4 9 1 8 

- - - - - - - - - -
Raw score 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 

- - - - - - - - -
Grade 1() 10 10 11 11 12 ' 
norm 9.2 9.4 9.5 9 .7 .0 .3 .7 .0 .5 .0 

SPEED-10 minutes (Continued on next line) 

Age &- 7- 7- 7-17- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 10- 1()- lQ- 1Q- lQ- 1Q- 1Q- 1Q- 11- 11-
norm 10 0 1 1 2 3 5 6 8 9 10 0 1 3 4 5 5 6 7 9 10 0 1 4 8 9 10 0 1 3 4 5 7 8 10 0 2 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
No. correct 0 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 38 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Grade 
norm 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.8 4 .0 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9 5.0 5.2 5.4 

Age 11- 11- 11- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 14- 14- 14- 14- 14- 15- 15- 15- 15- 1&-
norm 5 8 10 0 1 3 5 7 8 9 10 11 0 3 4 7 9 11 1 4 7 9 11 1 4 6 9 1 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
No. correct 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 48 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 58 57 58 59 80 . 81 82 83 84 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- • Grade 10 10 
norm 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.3 6.5 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.0 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.5 7.6 7.8 8.0 8.2 8.4 8.6 8.8 9.0 9.2 9.4 9.6 9.8 .0 .4 

SPEED-7 minutes (Continued on next line) 

Age 6- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 10- 1Q- 10- 10- 10- 11- 11- 11- 11- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 13- 13- 13- 13-
norm 16 1 2 3 4 5 8 10 0 1 5 6 8 10 0 1 4 8 9 0 3 4 7 10 0 4 6 10 0 3 5 9 11 1 3 5 7 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
No. correct 0 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 28 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Grade 
norm 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.0 -2.1 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.8 4.0 4 .1 4.3 4.5 4.6 4.8 5.0 5.2 5.5 5.7 6.0 6.2 6.5 6.7 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.5 7.7 7.8 

Age 0.3- 13- 14- 14- 14- 15-- 15- 15- 16-- 1&- 16-- 17- 17- 17- 17- 17- 17- 17- 17- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18- 18-
norm 9 11 3 5 9 1 6 11 3 9 11 0 1 3 4 5 7 8 10 1 3 5 7 8 8+ 8+ 8+ 8+ 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
No. correct 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 ·48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 58 57 58 59 80 61 82 83 64 

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Grade 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 
norm 8.0 8.2 8.5 8.7 9.8 9.4 9.8 .2 .6 .0 .2 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 .9 .0 + + + + 

ACCURACY SCORES (Percentages of Exercises Correct) 

Grade 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 ().() 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 1.0 
· lO.D-

12.1 
--

C1l v. High 
0 

85-100 9Q-100 93-100 95-100 98-100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 • ~ Hich 72- 84 so- 89 85-- 92 91- 94 93- 97 95--98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 

;:! Medium 48- 71 63- 79 76- 84 87- 90 89- 92 91-94 93-97 95-97 96--97 97 97 97 97 97 

Low 32-- 47 45- 62 6Q- 75 75-- 86 so- ss 84-90 87-92 89-94 9Q-95 91-96 93-96 94-96 95-96 95-96 

V.Low o- 31 o- 44 o- 59 o- 74 (}- 79 Q-83 Q-86 Q-88 Q-89 Q-90 Q-92 Q-93 Q-94 Q-94 • 



PERCENTAGE TABLE FOR COMPUTING ACCURACY SCORES 

NUMBER OF EXERCISES A'ITEMPTED 

1 21 22 23 24 251 26 27 28 29 301 31 32 33 34 35 , 36 37 ~8 39 401 41 42 43 44 451 46 47 48 49 50, 51 sz 53 54 551 ss 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 

z/ 
' 

9 9 9 8 8 8 • 3j 14 14 13 13 12 12 11 11 
41 19 18 17 17 16 15 15 14 14 
51 24 23 22 21 20 19 19 18 17 16 

6 29 27 26 25 24 23 22 22 21 20 19 
7 33 32 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 

8 38 36 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 • n 13 41 39 37 36 35 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 

0 48 45 43 42 40 39 37 36 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 

1 52 50 47 46 44 42 41 39 38 37 35 34 33 32 31 30 30 29 28 

2 57 54 52 50 48 46 44 42 41 40 39 38 36 35 34 33 32 32 31 30 

3 62 59 56 55 52 50 48 46 44 43 42 41 39 38 37 36 35 34 34 33 32 
4 67 63 00 58 56 54 52 50 48 47 45 44 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 

15 71 68 05 63 60 58 50 54 52 50 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 30 35 
-

6 76 72 69 67 64 62 00 58 55 53 52 50 48 47 40 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 

7' 81 77 73 71 68 65 68 62 59 57 55 54 51 50 48 47 46 45 44 43 41 40 39 38 37 36 
8 so 81 78 75 72 69 67 64 62 60 59 57 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 39 
9 91 86 82 79 76 73 70 68 65 63 62 60 58 56 54 52 51 50 49 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 39 39 

01 95 90 86 83 80 77 74 71 69 67 65 63 61 59 57 55 54 53 51 50 49 48 46 45 44 43 42 41 41 

11100 95 90 87 84 81 78 75 72 70 68 06 64 62 60 58 57 56 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 43 43 42 41 
22 100 05 92 88 85 81 79 76 74 72 69 67 64 03 61 59 58 56 55 54 52 51 50 49 48 46 45 45 44 43 42 41 
23 100 96 92 88 85 83 70 77 75 72 70 68 66 64 62 61 59 58 50 54 53 52 51 50 48 47 47 40 45 44 43 42 
24 100 96 92 89 80 83 80 78 70 73 70 68 06 65 64 61 60 59 57 56 55 54 52 51 49 40 48 47 46 45 44 43 
25 lOO 96 93 89 86 83 81 79 76 73 71 69 68 66 64 63 61 59 58 56 56 54 52 51 51 50 49 48 47 40 45 44 

26
1 
!00 96 94 89 87 85 82 79 70 74 72 70 68 66 65 63 61 60 59 58 56 55 54 53 52 50 50 49 48 ~7 46 45 44 

27 !00 96 03 90 88 85 82 79 77 75 73 71 69 68 06 64 63 61 60 58 57 56 55 54 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 46 45 
28 100 96 94 91 88 85 82 86 77 76 74 72 70 68 66 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 46 
29 100 97 94 91 88 85 83 80 78 76 74 72 70 68 67 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 
30 100 98 95 91 88 86 83 81 79 77 75 73 71 70 68 66 65 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 

31 100 ~8 94 91 89 86 84 82 80 78 76 73 72 70 69 67 65 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 

• 32 100 97 94 91 88 86 84 82 80 77 75 74 72 71 60 68 06 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 
33 100 97 94 91 89 87 85 83 80 78 70 74 73 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 55 54 53 52 51 
34 100 97 94 92 90 87 85 83 81 79 77 75 73 72 70 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 53 
35 100 97 95 03 89 87 86 84 81 79 77 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 

36100 97 95 02 90 88 86 84 82 80 78 76 74 73 72 70 69 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 5G 
37 100 97 94 93 90 88 86 84 82 80 78 76 75 74 72 71 69 68 67 66 65 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 

Ol 38 100 97 95 92 90 88 86 84 82 81 78 77 76 74 73 71 70 69 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 
0 39 100 08 95 92 90 8$ 86 84 83 80 79 78 76 75 73 72 70 69 68 67 66 65 63 62 61 60 
0 

40 100 97 04 92 90 89 87 85 82 81 80 78 76 75 74 72 71 70 68 07 66 65 63 :F.l 64 ~ 
"l 
:F.l a 41 100 97 95 92 91 89 87 84 83 82 80 78 77 75 74 73 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 
~ 42 100 97 95 93 91 89 86 86 84 82 80 79 77 76 75 73 72 71 70 68 67 66 M 

43 100 97 96 93 91 89 88 80 84 82 81 79 78 76 75 74 72 71 70 69 68 67 "l 
44 100 98 95 93 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 80 78 77 75 74 73 72 70 69 68 

::> 45 100 97 96 94 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 80 78 77 76 75 73 72 71 70 
~ 

"' "l 46100 98 96 94 92 90 88 86 85 83 82 80 79 77 76 75 74 73 71 :a 47 100 08 96 04 92 90 88 87 85 83 8·2 81 79 78 77 75 74 73 
48 100 98 06 94 92 90 88 87 85 84 82 81 80 78 77 76 75 
49 100 98 06 94 92 90 89 87 85 84 83 81 80 79 77 76 
60 100 98 96 94 92 90 89 87 86 84 83 81 80 79 78 

51 1100 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 86 85 83 82 80 79 
52 100 08 96 94 02 91 89 87 86 85 83 82 80 
53 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 88 86 85 84 82 
54 100 98 96 04 93 91 00 88 8!' 85 84 
65 100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 85 

56
1
100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 

57 100 98 96 95 93 91 90 89 
58 100 98 96 95 93 92 90 
59 100 98 90 95 93 92 • 60 100 98 96 95 93 

61 100 98 96 95 
62 100 98 96 
63 100 98 
64 100 
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